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Peace Efforts 

What would our world be like, what would it 
be worth and what would it have achieved without 
pioneers or discoverers? What would it be like if 
mankind were not guided by the spirit of enter
prise, daring, courage and resourcefulness in the 
search for the unknown, unexplored and unexam
ined, by the insatiable desire for improvement and 
unquenchable thirst for progress? It would be a 
poor world indeed. Fortunately, it is not so. 

The Latin word initium means a start, a begin
ning. An admirable idea, a fortunate thought, a 
discovery-eureka! A revelation from which every
thing begins. Initiative is at the source of every
thing. It is essential in every sphere of human ac
Livily. Lack of initiative means stagnation. Some
body has to display initiative, propose decisions 
and solutions and act as leader. That is the way it 
l1as always been and will always be. 

The present booklet deals with initiatives in the 
sphere of international affairs and world politics, 
in the struggle for peace. For it is impossible to 
huild a better world without creative initiative. The 
maintenance of world peace has always been a 



~ask of para~110unt importance for all peoples and 
states over srnco tho earliest projects of an "etern
al poac~"· Today this task has acquired oven 
grcatm 11np01:ta11co and urgo11c.;y, for in tho ago of 
~ucloar. missiles war has become suicidal. It can 
.Jeopardise the futme of mankind and life itself 
on Earth. Therefor?, every stop that can help save 
tho wo:ld commnmty from this mortal danger be
comes mcreasingly important. 

liowovor, we must make one reservation from 
the outset, namely, that one initiative differs from 
an.other. The human brain docs not always con
ceive noble, elevated ideas. It can produce schemes 
based on intentions that are far from being hu
mane. Su.ch ~n~entions may be selfish, evil or sim
P~Y canmbahst~c. Certain quarters hatch intrigues 
~,imed at opposmg one part of mankind to another. 
I ~ere have been doctrines and conceptions fraught 
wit~ war ai:d acts of aggression; there have been 
designs . posrng a threat to human life, and such 
typos of weapons and weapons systems including 
tho neutron bomb, which we call barb~ric. There 
arc quarters that are hammering together allian
ce~,, blocs and axe~ _aimed at splitting the world. 

I he~e so-called imtiatives have prevented tho 
establishment of a universal, just and lasting peace 
on. t_he planet. They have prevented the world ac
q mnng a really humane character, so that its pro
wess would not, in tho words of Marx and Engels, 
r?semblo that hideous, pagan idol, who would not 

drmk the nect~r but from the skulls o[ tho slain". 
Let. us examme tho motive forces behind the two 

opposite worlds-the socialist and the capitalist 
wo~ld," wh_at has b~,on and is being produced by 
their . bram centres , the impulses prompting them 
to acti~m, and the contrasts between their politic
al, social, and moral outlooks, between their world 
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vit•ws. People of one of those worlds have devised 
doclri1tes ol' "containmout'', "rolling hack", "throw
i 11g hack'', "retaliation'', and so OIL People of the 
ol l1er world have opposed them with only one doc
l1·i ne, that of peaceful coexistence. Ono group of 
pl•ople have invented the "c.;ordon sanitaire", econ
omic embargo and sanctions; in response the other 
gnrn p of people have proposed honest lmsincss-lilrn 
eooperation based on principles of oqnality, mutual 
advantage, and non-infringement on one another's 
interests. The former launched "psychological war
f aro". In reply the latter said that there should 
he fair competition and that the ideology that will 
win over the majority of mankind shall be the vic
tor and be regarded as the most powerful ideology. 

Tho leaders of one group of countries started a 
mid war. Tho leaders of the other group started 
tho process of detente. One group discovered for 
llwrnselves "gunboat diplomacy"; the other group 
put forward the idea of true decolonisation to save 
the states of Asia, Africa and Latin America from 
all fo1"ms of dependence. One group started tho mil
il.ary application o[ atomic energy (lot us recall 
lliroshima and Nagasaki); the other preferred to 
11se atomic energy for peaceful, constructive pm
poses. Hepresontativos of one group of countries 
proclaimed tho conceptions of "local" or "peripher
al" conflicls, "limited nuclear war", "one-and-a
hal I' war" arnl many other similar projects. The rnp
n•st•11t.alives of tho other grnnp called for Plimi
nating war altogether from tho life of tho world 
community and substantiated the conclusion about 
war being no longer inevitable. The former 
bronghL forth tho conceptions of a "first" or "pre
t•mptivo" attack; tho latter proposed that tho two 
sides exchange not blows, hut mutual guarantees 
to renounce the use of force in solving political 
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pr?hlems and disputes, to refuse to ho the first ftn 
nsmg nuclear weapons and to sign a non-aggr,es
sion pa?t. Tho former pioneered in tho devefop
monL ol more and more now weapons systems, 
t.ypos and programmes; the latter advanced plans 
lor general and complete disarmament. 

This list of contrasts can be extended. But it 
is not ?ur pmposo hero to settle accounts, hut to 
emphasise the human significance, the value of ini
tiatives that could save the planet from all wars 
both "hot" and "cold", and that could pave th~ 
way for a future without weapons and military dis
asters. 

Though this is a thorny path, the first steps have 
already been taken. The main, really epoch-mak
ing achievement, consists in that it has been pos
sible to break up the tragically fatal cycle: war-a 
brief spell of peace-war. The last salvoes of the 
Sec~nd World War were fired over 37 years ago. 
Durmg all these years mankind has hoped that the 
Second World War will be the last in its long
suffering history. The continent which was the fo
cus of two global disasters has become a cradle 
of detente and the most stable part of the world. 

Hore joint effort has put an end to the cold war 
which could have grown over into a hot war. o~ 
this continent a series of treaties were signed be
tween the Soviet Union and other socialist states 
on the one hand, and the Federal Republic of 
Germany, on the other, aimed at normalising their 
relations. As a result, the European frontiers which 
were a constant source of trouble and conflict have 
become immutable. A quadripartite agreement on 
West Berlin was signed which defused a time bomb 
that was ticking in the heart of Europe. A Confer
ence on Security and Cooperation in Europe was 
held here. Its main document-the Final Act-pro-
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vides a sound political basis for· the rlevclormcnt 
of fruitful relations between Eastern and Western 
~·dales in all spheres of h urnan activity. Another 
basis for pPacoful cooperntion is Lhe apprnximaLe 
military-strategic parity between the two opposite 
social systems. The Soviet Union and tho United 
States have started the process of strategic arms 
I imitation which is vital for international securi
ty. For the first time in history the world commu
nity has signed about 20 international treaties and 
;1grcements which to various exte11ts curb the arms 
race in some of its directions. The UN General 
Assembly has held its first special session on disar
mament which was followed by the second one. A 
series of confidence-building measures, such as no
tification of military exercises and invitation of ob
servers to such events, have been introduced for 
the first time in European and world practice. 

And now let us ask ourselves what would have 
happened to the world in which we live, if such 
efforts had not been made and such measures had 
not been taken, if there had been no such achievc
rnrmts in the 1970s-the first decade of detcnteil 
At best the cold war would still be going on and 
the world community would still be dangerously 
balancing on the brink of war (to use John Foster 
D111lcs' expression). At worst there might have been 
a thermonuclear holocaust reducing the world to 
a heap of smouldering ruins. 

There is another equally legitimate question: to 
whom is the world community above all indebted 
fo1· peaceful coexistence and cooperation, for the 
positive balance in international relations, despite 
all changes in the world climate, changes that are 
sometimes sharp as at present? Without belittling 
anyhody's role, a fair and unbiased observer will 
justly appraise the obvious and indisputable fact 
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that it was the Soviet Union's efforts that hp.d 
made possible the convocation of a Conference .r on 
Security and Cooperation in Europe and the UN's 
first special forum on ditmrmament, conclusion of 
a series of international agreements on curbing 
the arms race, the drafting of a quadripartite agree
ment on West Berlin and the adoption of many 
ot.her measures. 

Moscow worked for the convening of an all-Euro
pean conference for about ten years. It worked for 
this assiduously, despite the guarded, often icy, 
response of several great powers, despite the first 
failures. It worked perseveringly, overcoming nu
merous obstacles, and persuading the sceptics that 
such a forum was urgently needed. It would be ap
propriate to recall here what actually took place 
before the idea was eventually adopted and the 
Final Act ratified by all 35 participants in the Hel
sinki Conference. Way back in the 1930s, when 
the Hitler clique disunited its future opponents, 
setting them against one another, in an effort to 
pave the way for aggression, Moscow saw through 
its perfidious manoeuvres and its policy of "divide 
and rule". It then proposed that such manoeuvres 
be effectively neutralised by the establishment of 
a collective security system in Europe. Had this 
proposal been adopted, Hitler would hardly have 
darecl attack single-handed the united front of 
pearefnl powers. As you can see, the price the 
world had to pay for rejecting the Soviet initiative 
was very high, and the consequences o[ this step 
were tragic indeed. But more of that later. 

The peace after the war has been a bettor and 
more stable one than before. But it is not by far 
a peace we could be satisfied with. To meet the 
peaceful interests of mankind more fully, it is ne
cessary to carry out the peace initiatives already 
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advanced and to undertake further initiatives. To 
put forward such initiatives it is vital to feel the 
pulse of international life carefully and identify 
the affected areas in time, to make an accurate 
diagnosis and to p1·escribe the necessary treat
ment. This is precisely what the Soviet diplomats 
are doing. 

A special place in world politics in the last 
quarter of the 20th century belongs to the set of 
initiatives proposed in February Hl81 by the 2Gth 
CPSU Congress, which are known in the West as 
"Brezhnev's eight points". Here they are: 

Po int 0 n e. The Soviet Union is prepared to 
extend confidence-building measures in the mil
itary field carried out by decision: of the European 
Security Conference on the territory of European 
states, including Western regions of the_ USSR 
(advanced notification of military exercises of 
ground troops and the invitation to them of obser
vers from other countries}, to the entire European 
part of the USSR, provided the Western states, too, 
extend their confidence zone accordingly. 

Point Two. The Soviet Union would be pre
pared to hold concrete negotiations on confidence
lillilding measures in the Far Rast with all inter
<'sted countries. 

Point Three. Tho Soviet Union is prepared 
hoth to participate in a separate settlement of the 
sitnalion aronnd Afghanistan and in a discussion of 
!he international aspects of the Afghan problem 
together 1t'iih the qnestions of the Persian Gulf 
security. 

Point Four. The Soviet Union is prepared 
lo continue without delay negotiations with the 
United States on limitation and reduction of stra
tegic armaments, preserving all the positive ele
ments that have so far been achieved in this area. 
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Po int Five. The Soviet Union is prepared to 
come to terms on limiting the deployment of new 
suhnwrines-the "Ohio" type in the US and sim
ilar ones in the USSR-and to agree tu banning 
the modernisation of existing and the development 
of new ballistic missiles for these submarines. 

Point Six. The Soviet Union proposes reach
ing agreement that already now a moratorinm be 
set on the deployment in Europe of new medium
range nuclear-missile weapons of the NATO coun
tries and the Soviet Union, i.e., that the quantita
tive and qualitative level of these weapons, nat
tzrally including the US forward-based nuclear 
weapons in this region, be frozen. 

Po i n t S e v e n. A competent international 
committee should be set up, composed of the most 
eminent scientists of different countries to demons
trate the vital necessity of preventing a nuclear 
catastrophe. 

Point Eight. A special session of the UN 
Security Council should be called attended by the 
top leaders of its member states and, if they wish, 
also by leaders of other states, in order to seek 
ways to improving the international situation, to 
preventing war. 

What do Soviet foreign-policy initiatives signi
fy? To whom are they addressed? Their range is 
wide. They cover all the cardinal problems bearing 
on world security, all spheres of inter-state rela
tions: from the elimination of the existing hotbeds 
of war and prevention of clashes between states 
to the implementation of the principle of collective 
security; from measures designerl to ensure mil
itary detente in regions of the more dangerous co11-
frontation to prohibition of all weapons of mass 
destruction; from complete elimination of coloni
alism and racism to development of mutually ad-
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vantageous cooperaLion of sLales in solving major 
large-scale economic, scientific and technical prob
lems. 

The Soviet Union pays special attention to achiev
ing progress in curbing the arms race. The world 
community must concentrate maximum effort on 
eliminating the source of the main danger to uni
versal peace. In searching for ways to remove the 
danger the community should display maximum 
perseverance and resourcefulness. 

Europe is an object of special and constant con
cern for Moscow, because on that continent there 
is the most dangerous military confrontation, and 
even a small spark there may kindle a global con
flagration. Nor should we overlook the hotbeds of 
war on the planet which can grow into worldwide 
conflicts. Soviet initiatives are invariably aimed at 
:securing a peaceful political settlement of local 
crises, above all in Asia and the Middle East, in 
every area where there are smouldering coals and 
l'orces that may fan them. The Soviet Union pro
posed the convening of European congresses on 
environmental protection,* energy supply and 
transport. The purpose of these steps was to ad
vance business-like cooperation endorsed by the 
Final Act of the Conference on Security and Coop
erntion in Europe, to promote the solution of out
standing ecological, energy and transport problems 
within the framework of the entire continent and 
for the benefit of all European countries. It was 
the Soviet Union and its partners in the Council 
fur Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) that pro
posed the establishment, on the basis of treaties, of 
mutually advantageous relations between CMEA 
and the European Economic Community. 

,,. A conference to discuss the question was held in 1980 
in Geneva. - Ed. 
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The USSR's constructive proposals, including 
those advanced together with its allies, are ad
dressed to the entire world community and its 
universal representative-the United Nations. They 
are forwarded to the governments of individual 
states and to the executive bodies of economic 
groupings (EEC) and military-political groupings 
(NATO). 

In putting forward various proposals and proj
ects aimed at strengthening international security 
Moscow invariably appeals both to the governments 
and the peoples. It proceeds from the belief that 
only the combined efforts of the peaceloving peo
ples and states can preserve and strengthen peace. 
Lenin said: "Peace cannot be concluded only from 
above. Peace must be won from below." This is 
confirmed by historical experience and by current 
international developments. 

The international significance of the 26th CPSU 
Congress also stems from the fact that it has drawn 
public attention to the stark danger of a global hol
ocaust and at the same time added to peoples' 
confidence in the possibility of overcoming the 
arms race and the danger of war, that it has in
spired all the anti-war forces and roused them to 
an ever more resolute struggle against militarism. 
It is easier to fight a danger when one knows its 
scale and is well aware of its consequences. The 
nations should know the truth about the baneful 
consequences of a nuclear war for mankind. 

Solly Zuckerman, former advisor to the former 
British Premier Harold Wilson, recalls in his me
moirs that the scientific advisors of British Prime 
Ministers and US Presidents had from the fifties 
heen tolling their patrons that further armament 
was senseless. 

The warning has been wasted, so senseless accu-

mulation of weapons is continuing to this day at 
a growing pace. As a result the danger of a nuclear 
catastrophe has grown much more formidable in 
the early eighties. 

Why have those at the top in the West failed 
to this day to heed the voice of the scientists? Be
cause they very much prefer to hear other voices, 
those of the generals. It is often said that war is 
far too important to entrust it to the generals, ~nd 
yet this is precisely what is being done. ~~re1~n 
policy is made to serve the purposes of militarist 
ambitions, and military strength is rated above 
political reason. 

Military nuclear power is becoming ever more 
deeply-rooted, widespread and uncontrol~ab~e. It 
sows panic in the United States where mc1dents 
with nuclear weapons are frequent and are even 
known as "broken arrows" in Pentagon jargon. A 
total of up to 200 such incidents have been record
ed to date of which many could have sparked off 
a nuclear 'war "by mistake", by fatal accident. 

The situation is made worse by the fact that the 
nuclear menace, the "broken arrows" are being 
Pxported. According to US data the Pentagon has 
sent nearly 25,000 nuclear weapons to many parts 
o[ the globe. 

So the voice of top brass is being heard clearly 
in the White House. But does it heed the voice 
or US scientists who in the spring of 1981, symbol
ically irnnr \Vashington, held the First Congress 
o[ International Physicians for the Prevention of 
Nuclear War? * 

Tl10 participants sent an appeal to Leonid Brezh
nev Ronald Heagan and other heads of UN mem
ber' states stating their expert view which docs 

"· The Second Congress was held in April 1982 in Cam
hridg<', Great Britain. -- Ed. 
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~wt differ from that of the "man in the street": the 
mterests of present and all future generations de
mand that nuclear war be prevented. The stock
piling of immense stores of nuclear arms makes the 
world ever less secure. It is the imperative demand 
of our time that the very thought of employing 
nuclear weapons in any form and on any scale 
should be inadmissible. 

This idea still seems beyond the grasp of some 
generals and politicians thinking in generals' 
terms. But the diehard "hawks" should have no il
lusio~ that the question of war and peace shall be 
l_eft for them to decide. People in many countries 
favour the initiative of the 26th CPSU Congress 
to set up a competent international committee to 
demonstrate the vital necessity of preventing a nu
clear catastrophe. Both physicians' congresses and 
other such forums showed once again that the idea 
of curing the world of nuclear fever is vitally nec
essary. 

Circles inclining to a policy of confrontation 
have already felt the mounting power of public 
resistance and are beginning to be worried and 
to panic. The signal to start a campaign against 
the anti-militarist movement was sounded from the 
White House which rebuked Western Europe for 
its "pacificist" and "neutralist" trends meaning in 
fact its resistance to US plans for deploying more 
nuclear missiles in Western Europe. 

Dr. Joseph Luns, NATO Secretary General, readi
ly responded to the call from Washington. Accord
ing to the Dutch newspaper H et Vrije Volle, he is 
extremely concerned over the growing protests 
against nuclear armament. In the view of the 
NATO Secretary General, it is precisely those who 
co~e out for nuclear disarmament that help to 
bnng about war. Nuclear weapons in the hands 
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of NATO are in his view a "deterrent" factor, 
guaranteeing peace. Strange logic, to be sure! 

One would find it really difficult to recall so 
braZl'Il an attack ou the splendid mass movement 
for nuclear disarmament. 

Tito Pentagon and militarist NATO circles clear
ly fear that the mass movement will bar the way 
to Europe for US Pershings and Tomahawks. They 
fpar that the PPntagon will not he able lo force 
11pon Western Europe the December 1979 NATO 
decision on missiles which is risky to the point of 
suicide and that the NA TO militarists will fail to 
secure support in their cmmtrics. They fear that 
llrn peoples will not agree to the plans of total 
armament of the North Atlantic Bloc. 

But it is not pacificism, the peaceful strivings of 
I he masses, that should he feared. One should in
st rad foar that agreement may not be reached to 
limit and restrict arms which are threatening to 
run out of control. 

Soviet initiatives do not rule out proposals from 
1 h c other side, broad discussions, thorough critical 
Pxchangos with account taken of various view
points. They are oriented towards decisions accept
n hlo to all parties concerned and they leave room 
l'or compromise. They are by no means regarded as 
the last word or final truth. In advancing its pro
posals Moscow is chiefly guided by a desire to con
d11ct joint discussions of outstanding international 
problems and bring about their joint solution for 
tho sake of achieving an aim that should unite all
i.e., prevention of a new world war. In pursuit of 
this aim the Soviet Union is ready to consider any 
ron:=;tructive proposal, regardless of who its author 
is. 

The Soviet Union and other socialist countries, 
therefore, do not claim the exclusive right of blaz-
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ing tho trail of world dovolopmont. Today, more 
than ever before, the contribution of every state, 
of every loader to peace is important, a peace sub
jected to severe trials. Two heads are bettor than 
one-this popular adage is quite applicable, to big 
politics. International security is created through 
collective reason and collective effort. Proceeding 
from this, tho members of the Warsaw Treaty Or
ganisation proposed back in May 1980 the conven
ing of a meeting of the heads of state from all 
parts of the world to consider the key problems of 
world politics. Among these the pivotal problems 
are elimination of hotbeds of tensions and preven
tion of war. 

The historical experience acquired since the pe
riod of the anti-Hitler coalition has shown that all 
important decisions are usually adopted at the high
est, the most authoritative level. There are many 
convincing examples showing how the most diffi
cult international problems are solved through 
poacofnl negotiations on the basis of agreement. 
\Vhy should not state and government leaders sit 
down at a conference table and try to reach agree
ment on the cardinal issue, i.e., on preventing a 
further aggravation of the international situation 
and the outbreak of war? We all remember the 
historic results of the Helsinki Conference attended 
by leaders of 33 states of Europe, as well as the 
USA and Canada. All agreed that the Conference 
was a success. A world conference of such repre
sentatives could certainly become a worldwide 
event. The 26th CPSU Congress proposed conven
ing a special UN Security Council session attended 
by top leaders of the Council member countries and, 
if they wish, by other leaders of states in order 
jointly to seek ways of improving the international 
situation and preventing war. 
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One would have th011ght that no objections could 
be raised to such an idea. The present period is 
a difficult one, and what reason could anyone have 
for abandoning tho attempt to lessen the difficnl
ties, if not to romovo them altogelher!1 It is true 
that the West has not raised any overt or categor
ical objections to this. But neither have the West
nrn loaders so far agrood to such a meeting. They 
have resorted to tho long-practised tactics of soft
podalling a disagreeable idea and of foiling it with 
a conspiracy of silence. 

While Western leaders are turning the idea over 
in their minds, the Soviet Union and its allies are 
not wasting any time. They are purposefully and 
constantly conducting a vigorous political dialogue 
with the leaders of all groups of states, big and 
small, industrially developed and developing, mem
bers of various alliances, and non-aligned or neut
ral countries. Its purpose is to launch a joint 
search for ways to stabilise the present unstable 
world situation, to strengthen international security 
hoLh on a regional and a global scale. Fruitful bilat
eral consultations with many states are paving the 
tl'ay to the proposed summit meeting of leaders of 
slates from all over the world. For world relations 
mo made up of bilateral relations. Therefore, any 
in iLiativo aimed at normalising or improving rela
tions between states benefits the infrastructure of 
Lho entire world community. 

The Soviet leaders had talks with tho leaders of 
T ndia, Afghanistan, Syria, Libya, the Yemen Arab 
Republic, Ethiopia, Mozambique, Angola and many 
other developing states. They are a symbol of co
operation between two influential forces of the pres
ent period-socialism and the national liberation 
movement-in the struggle for universal peace and 
progress. In this connection Leonid Brezhnev's vis-
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it to India in Doromlwr Hl80 was a significant 
event. 

A fruitful East-West political dialogue is also 
being carried on between East and vVest. 

Tho pal'tidpa11ts in it agree on the main point, 
which is to work separately and jointly for stabi
lising the present unstable world situation. Thus, 
tho Soviet-Finnish commnniq110 published in No
vember rnso reads in part: 

"Jn view of the tension existing in the interna
tional situation, the sides emphasised that it was 
necessary for all the states of the world to show 
greater realism and a constructive approach to key 
international problems and to display a genuine in
terest in seeking their solution." 

This and many other documents signed by So
viet leaders and their Western partners emphasise 
the paramount importance of securing tangible 
progress in curbing the arms race both in Europe 
and elsewhere. 

Leonid Brezhnev's visit to the Federal Republic 
of Germany in November 1981 was of special im
portance for the whole complex of East-West rela
tions and the general trend of world politics. 

Despite the obvious slowing down of the process 
of detente and the new complications in the inter
national arena, Soviet-West German relations con
tinued to make progress. This progress was due 
largely to the Soviet-West German summit meet
ings and to Leonid Brezhnev's previous visits to 
West Germany-in May 1973 and May 1978. The 
process received a fresh impetus after the Soviet 
leader's third trip there. 

Progress in Soviet-West German relations has 
been more conspicuous in the economic sphere, 
which constitutes the material basis of cooperation. 
West Germany has become the Soviet Union's chief 
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trading partner among capitalist states. Trade be
tween the two countries has increased 10.5 times 
in the last ten years. Economic ties have grown 
both quantitatively and qualitatively, become of a 
long-term character, and have acquired a truly 
great scale. The agreement covering a period of 
~;) years signed in May 1978 and the long-term 
programme adopted on its basis in July 1980 have 
created a firm framework for continuing genuine 
economic cooperation in the 21st century. 

A symbol of fruitful business-like cooperation 
l1as heen the large-scale "gas-pipes" project, signed 
Oil the eve or Leonid Brezl111ev's visit to Bonn. 
The other participants in the project are France, 
Italy, Belgium, Holland, Switzerland and Austria. 
I luring the next quarter of a century Western Eu
l'OJlO will be receiving annually some 40,000 mil
l ion cubic metres of natural gas from West Siberia, 
having agreed to supply large-diameter pipes, com
pressor stations and other equipment for the proj
l'clerl gas pipeline. The project will meet the grow
ing energy needs o[ the West. The \Vest has real
ised the importance to itself o[ this undertaking 
which has been called the "deal of the century". 
Washington has vainly tried to frustrate the con
e] usion of this contract. 

In reply to Washington's ban on deliveries to 
the USSR of equipment manufactured under US 
licence for the trans-Siberian gas pipeline the 
l<'rp11ch government was the first in Western Europe 
lo make Dresser-France, the branch of a US com
pa1ty, fulfil its contract fol' dl'liveries of the equip
ment. French President Mitterand said his country 
rnjeclpiJ embargoes of any kind in relation to the 
~oviP!. Union. 

The central topic of the talks in Bonn was this 
\'ilnl iss110: how to ward off the threat hanging 
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over Europe in view of plans to deploy new types 
of US. nuclear miss~les in ,several West European 
countries, above all m the l' ederal Republic of Ger
many, and how to prevent the balance of forces 
being upset in favour of NATO? 

Expounding the Soviet view on this issue the 
Soviet head of state emphasised that the situ~tion 
was a critical one. NATO plans presented an un
precedentedly formidable danger to the whole con
tinent. Drawing attention to the danger of the de
ployment of new US medium-range nuclear sys
tems and neutron weapons and to the adventurism 
of those who preach "limited" nuclear war, Leonid 
Brezhnev spoke with pain and bitterness of the 
fate the Transatlantic strategists envisage for Eu
rnpe. "It turns out," he said, "that the possibility 
to use nuclear weapons in the 'European theatre 
of war' is being elevated to the status of a mil
itary doctrine. As if Europe, where hundreds of mil
lions of people live, were already doomed to be
coming a theatre of war. As if Europe were a box 
of little tin figures which do not deserve a better 
fate than being melted in the flames of nuclear 
explosions." 

These words were highly appreciated by West 
G~rmans and all Europeans, by all people of good 
will. They reflected the anxiety and apprehensions 
of those who, after NATO's infamous decision of 
December 12, 197\l, to deploy US medium-range 
nuclear systems in Europe, attended mass rallies 
and demonstrations of protest in Bonn London l'a
ris, Home, Brussels, Amsterdam and ~ther citi~s. 

Leonid Brezhnev's visit to Bonn far transcended 
Sovie~-West German relations in another respect 
too: it enhanced the hopes of those who, despite 
the extremely alarming situation, refuse to believe 
that a new war is inevitahfo and that man cannot 
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avert such a catastrophe. While showing due vigil
ance, we must not overdramatise the situation. 
There is no reason to believe that the world is 
irrevocably heading for a nuclear disaster. 

The Bonn talks have proved that detente is not 
"dead" as its opponents assert, that it has a past 
as well as a sufficiently secure political future. It 
is still alive and is showing its benefits in the pol
i Lical dialogue between East and West, in the 
conclusion of large-scale economic agreements like 
the "gas-pipes" contract, and in the joint search for 
ways of curbing the arms race. The 1970s-the 
"decade of detente"-have not passed without 
trace; they have left a deep imprint in the minds 
and consciousness of nations. Detente has demon
strated that peaceful and mutually beneficial cooper
ation is feasible. Moreover, it is an imperative iwc
essity. 

Countering the concepts of a "trial of strength" 
and of military confrontation, Leonid Brezhnev put 
l'orward the idea of the common destiny o[ all 
states and nations, of their common security. 
'.'\Vhatever may divide us," he emphasised, "Europe 
is our common home. Common fate has linked us 
Lltrough centuries, and it links us today, too." Tho 
common fate o[ the two parts o[ Europe-socialist 
and capitalist-is au objective factor that any real
istic policy has to reckon with. 

In the course of the visit attention was drawn 
to the fact that tho search for a common language, 
:111d a common approach to settling controversial 
issues should take priority over differences, which 
~ho11ld be relegated to the background. The dil'
lc·rences between East and ·wost on many interna-
t1on~l issues, primarily on matters of security, are 
cons1dorablo. But in tackling the principal issue of 
war and peace we must proceed from what brings 
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its and must bring us closer together, and not from 
what divides us. This is the only approach that 
can be truly constructive, fruitful and promising. 
Differences in points or view Hlld in assessing par
ticular phenomena or events arc quite compatible 
with the common concern for peace. However groat 
ideological and political differences may be, they 
must not rule out agreement on the chief issue
the safeguarding of world peace. That is the start
ing point for furthering East-West relations. 

This approach, which disregards dissimilar pullt
ical notions and lays emphasis on rl'hat should 
bring nations together, which tries not to deepen 
gaps but to build bridges across them, constitutes 
the essence uf the Soviet Union's pulley of initia
tives aimed at uninterrupted continuation of the 
process of detente and political dialogue between 
East and West. 

In tho present tcm;c situation the LJSSH con tin
uos to search for a common language with the Unit
ed States of America. In the development of the 
general international situation much depends on 
tho steps the US administration will take in 1·0-

sponse to Soviet iniLiativos. Moscow, as in lho enl'ly 
1970s, is calling on the other side to revive the 
fruitful dialogue in the interests of the Soviet and 
American peoples and universal peace. 

It is not the Soviet Union that has caused a wor
sening of Sovid-US relations. As in the past the 
USSH believes (and Leonid 13rozhnov made this 
point clear to US Senator Charles Percy when he 
met and talked with him in tho Kromiin in late 
NovPndll'r 1 !l80) !.hat. thPro is no !'Pason why t.he 
two conntrics cannot cooperate with one another 
as oq11al partners. They can cooperate conslr11c
tivrly, laking inlo account onn another's logitimatn 
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interests and observing the principle of equality 
and equal security. It is time to prevent a further 
worsening of Soviet-US relations. It is time to 
put to use all that is positive that has been achieved 
through joint efforts. It is time that the other 
side abandoned its futile attempts to attain mil
ilnry superiority over the USSR. It is time to stop 
d rngging one's feet in tho matter of limiting strat
egic arms on a reciprocal basis, bearing in mind 
that the fate of international security largely de
pends on success in this undemaking. 

T n view of the state of relations hot ween tho 
l ISSH and tho US at present and the acuteness 
of the outstanding international issues tho Soviet 
l lllion has from the rostrum of the 26th CPSU 
( :ongress staled its readiness lo join an active 
dialogue at any level. "Experience shows," says 
!ho Report of the CPSU Central Committee to the 
Party Congress, "that the crucial factor here is a 
meeting at summit level. This was true yesterday, 
and is still true today." 

According to certain officials there is a serious 
obstacle to the holding of a Soviet-American sum
mit. meeting. They say "too many differences" exist 
between the two powers. Yes, there is no doubt 
about that, but the differences will not diminish if 
the parties altogether stop talking for a long time. 
They will not wither away by themselves. On the 
contrary, given Washington's current hardness 
these differences can only grow greater and deeper, 
I hey can fossilise. To avoid this we should sit at 
the. negotiating table and try to remove and settle 
some contradictions, smooth over others as much as 
]loc:~ihle aml create conditions for grarlually ovor
('Oming the gravest difficult.ies. To be sure, we do 
not seek to include here each and every difference 
:1~ I hat wo11lrl not. he realistic. Ilut wn can and 
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must narrow down and defuse those differences 
which may load to a confrontation. 

It took the White House more than a year to 
return to the idea of a summit meeting proposed 
by Moscow. Tho truth of the matter is that the 
proposal had won many supporters not only in 
those parts of the world that were troubled by in
ternational tension and the stagnation in Soviet
American relations, but in America as well. A poll 
conducted in the United States in November 1981 
showed that the vast majority of Americans con
sidered an American-Soviet summit meeting would 
be useful. 

In early April 1982 Ronald Reagan told jour
nalists of the possibility of holding a meeting with 
the Soviet leader in New York in Juno or July, 
when the Second Special Session of the UN Gener
al Assembly on Disarmament was to take place. 
This was not a well considered idea, but an im
promptu statement inspired by a correspondent's 
question. 

Did he have in mind short unofficial meeLings 
during intervals between sittings? This is not what 
the Soviet Union has in mind. From Leonid Brozh-
11ov's reply to a Pravda correspondent we know 
that Moscow proposes organising a true summit 
meeting. The meeting should correspond to the im
mense responsibility the itwo states bear for the 
fate of world peace and it should justify the groat 
hopes placed on it. Otherwise it will be fruitless. 

It is hardly a normal state of affairs when the 
leaders of the world's two greatest powers fail to 
meet personally, and exchange opinion on the in
ternational situation, on ways of overcoming pre
s0nt t0nsions and preventing anotl101· cold war and 
a nuclear catastrophe. Tho world knows who is to 
blame for tlic failme to hold sucl1 a mooting under 
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invented pretexts and for the loss of valuable 
time. True, in one respect Washington made g~od 
11 se of this time: it embarked on implementation 
ol' 44 super-armament programmes, on tho produc
tion of another large batch (17,000) of nuclear 
warheads. The time lost for strengthening peace 
was used for material preparations for war. 

Tho Soviet Union is convinced of the benefit of 
:·rnmmit political dialogue. The tense situa~ion pre
vailing in the world calls for a responsible a~
prnach, for energetic measures and co~petent ~oc1-
"'ions-docisions that would help the m~ornat10nal 
community as a whole to curb tho alarmmg course 
of events and protect detente from tho avalanche 
of armaments. 

The Soviet-American summit meetings of tho 
t•arly 1\l70s not only improved tho pol_iti~~l atmos
phere. They made it possible to start lumtrng st~at
L~gic nuclear armaments. They helped to brmg 
about better regulated and more reliable peace!ul 
coexistence and more stable international socunty, 
and they promoted more intensive business-like. and 
mutually beneficial cooperation and a more frmtful 
political dialogue between the East and t~e. W ~st 
directed towards rosol vi ng conflict and cns1s sit
uations and outstanding international problems. 

What was achieved in the 1970s proves that the 
possibilities of finding peaceful, mutually accept
a blc soluLions have hy no moans boon oxhausLod. 
The political dialogue or tho 1\l70s he~WOOll ~oscow 
nnd Washinglon needs Lo be cont~nued . m ~ho 
l\J80s. All tho objective req uisitos for tlus exist. 
There is a largo package of Soviet-American agr~e
ments concluded in the period of detente. The m
l 1·1·na t ional comnmnit.y has given a clear manclate 
l'or Lho holding of a Soviot-Am.orican s1~mmit ~1~ot
i ng, for the promotion of a lar-reaclung political 
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dialogue between the East and the West. The 
USSR is always willing to resolve by peaceful 
means the controversial problems that divide the 
world; this willingness is unquestionable. Even a 
meeting place is already available: Finland and 
Switzerland have expressed readiness to receive the 
leaders of the two mightiest powers so that they 
may hold a dialogue. 

It is far better to meet at a summit conference 
than on the brink of war, President Kennedy said 
in his day. These words are even more meaningful 
today. They resound as a summons to the present 
US Ad111inisLratio11 to change its mill!! aod slop 
sharpening its nuclear sword while it is not too 
late. It would be better still if the United States 
and tho Soviet Union hammered their swords into 
ploughshares-this is what the SovieL Union has 
long been willing to do and has long been calling 
for. In a radio speech on April 17, 1982, the US 
President advocated such relations with the Soviet 
Union as would not depend on the existence of nu
clear moans of containment. Well, Washington has 
the opportunity of promoting such relations, if only 
it had the desire to do so, tho desire to come to 
an understanding, to take into consideration the 
security interests of the other side and to conduct 
an honest dialogue truly between partners. 

Working for Peace in the United Nations 

The Soviet delegation submitted new peace pro
posals at every one of the almost 40 UN General 
Assembly sessions. 

The United Nations is a rostrum for states and 
governments. It is a centre at which world public 
opinion is moulded. It is a brain trust that seeks 
ways of solving numerous problems. 

The Soviet Union believes in the United Nations 
<t nd values it highly. And this is reflected in the 
l'act that its delegation never enters the skyscraper 
on the East River in New York empty-handed. 

Today the international situation has become 
dangerously tense. Apparently it would be no exag
g<>ration to say that the peace effort will have to 
hn as greait as the effort normally required i~ war. 
fL will be equally important to muster the wisdom 
and sense of responsibility of governments and 
slates of their leaders to prevent war. Mankind 
11C·1~ds' strategists of peace, detente and internatio~
a I security, and not strategists of war (even if 
"limited" war), tensions or confrontation. 

When one hears the speeches delivered by some 
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US politicians and diplomats from the UN ros
trum, one is under the impression that they have 
been delivered by generals. They do not think or 
speak in terms of peace. They translate everyLl1ing 
into the language of military force. They constantly 
pour forth figures characterising military expendi
ture and put forward new militarist programmes. 
The outcome of this is not surprising: the group 
of countries turning out tho largest quantities of 
arms, namely the USA and other NATO countries, 
have not advanced many proposals for curtailing 
material preparations for war. Those who are stak
ing on a long-term arms race, on thwarting dis
armament talks, upsetting the military balance that 
has taken shape in the world, rejecting the prin
ciples of equality and equal security, have very 
little room left for peace initiatives. Those who 
come every year to the UN headquarters with few 
or no peace proposals cannot have a high opinion 
of UN's role and possibilities. For instance, in re
cent years official Washington has not submitted 
any significant proposals to this forum for consid
eration. 

Wherein lies the greatest danger today? Tho an
swer is: in that tho munitions production lines may 
develop such a speed that it will be impossible to 
stop ·them; in that the arms race in some fields is 
assuming such proportions that soon it will be im
possible to curb the race effectively with the help 
of agreements based on mutual control; in that the 
process of escalation may turn the threat of war 
into actual war. Many today feel like former Fin
nish President Urho Kaleva Kekkonen who was 
"oppressed by the thought that in the context of 
the present crisis of confidence decisions may be 
taken which may for many years tie tho world to 
the arms race". One such decision has already 
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boon taken. It is White House Directive G!) * pro
claiming a "uew nuclear strategy" and a doctrine 
of "limited war". The term "limited" can hardly 
he of real comfort to anybody. llow does ouo "lim
it" a typhoon, an earthquake or tho eruption o[ 
a volcano? 

What is the way out? How can we prevent, how 
can we insure ourselves against such a disaster as 
a global thermonuclear conflict? 

The best, most reliable and radical way is to 
ban war, to reach agreement on eliminating war 
from the life of human society, to conclude an in
ter-state agreement on total renunciation of the use 
of force in international relations. The production 
of all forms and types of nuclear weapons should 
he discontinued. The available stockpiles of nuclear 
weapons should gradually be reduced and ultimate
ly destroyed altogether. 

Back in 1946 Moscow proposed the conclusion 
of an international convention on the prohibition 
for all time of the production and use of atomic 
11 1eapons. Later, in 1975, Moscow snbmitted a pro
fJosal to the UN on preventing the development of 
new types of weapons and weapon systems of mass 
destruction which might prove even more lethal 
lhan nuclear weapons. Jn 1976 Moscow further 
called for the drafting and conclusion of a world 
treaty on the non-use of force in international re
lations. 

We can cite a dozen and more examples to show 
that after the war many opportunities for solving 
problems of disarmament and international securi
ty were lost because Moscow's proposals were re
jected. It should be mentioned that those prob-

,,_ This official document outlining Washington's new 
!lllclear strategy allowing for "limited" nuclear conflict was 
issued in August 1980.-Ed. 
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lerns have given rise to anxiety hoth in tlw East 
and in the West. 

Apparently these proposals are not totally unac
ceptable to those to whom they are directly ad
dressed. When US President Carter took oflice in 
1976, he started off by saying tha1t it was possible 
to eliminate nuclear weapons. What did he end 
with? White Ilouso Directive fi9. 

Stopping tho fmthor growth of strategic poten
tials and subsequent quantitative reduction and 
qualitative limitation of strategic nuclear wea~on 
systems could play a decisive role in decreasmg 
the throat ol' nuclear war. In tho beginning it 
seemed tho US was inclined towards participating 
in this undertaking together with the USSR. What 
did it do in the end? It adopted a decision on the 
deployment of nuclear missile systems in Western 
Europe. It "froze" the Soviet-US Treaty on the 
Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms (SALT-2). 
It got ready to launch the manufacture of now 
types of weapons and weapon systems of mass de
struction. 

It is sad, but the fact is that the US, as are its 
closest allies in NATO, is not prepared to under
take big and radical steps to curb the arms race. 

Well, then, we are ready to smaller steps. The 
USSR sees no merit in the rigid formula of "all 
or nothing at all", which can only serve the pur
pose of those opposed to ending the arms race. The 
Soviet Union believes that in the matter of defend
ing peace and removing the war danger one cannot 
afford to overlook even the smallest possibilities. 
After all, big things are made up of small things. 
If it is impossible to accomplish a big task at one 
go, it may be wise to work towards it step by step, 
to try to settle separate, specific issues, as long as 
such a course gradually leads to the final goal. In 
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l'act this approach has been tried over the last few 
years and has proved fruitful. 

In an effort to ease present tensions, rto decrease 
the danger of war, the USSR had, in th~ a~t~~n 
of 1980 come out with another constructive imtia
tive at' the United Nations. Andrei Gromyko has 
put forward several urgently need~d measures to 
lessen the danger of war. The Soviet initiative is 
:-wt forth in a four-point programme: 

!' o int One. Agreement not to expand the 
rxisting military-political groupings or to set up 
new ones. 

[' 0 i n t T w o. Agreement by states not to. fur
ther increase their armed forces and conventional 
armaments as a first step towards their subsequent 
reduction. . 

p 0 int Three. In addition to an international 
rnnvention on strengthening guarantees of the se
rnrity of non-nuclear states, examinati~n of other 
11ossible solutions of this question, provided all the 
111Lclear powers are duly prepared for this. . 

Point Four. The earliest possible conclusion 
of an international treaty on general and complete 
11.rohibition of nuclear weapons tests, and before 
that-declaration by all nuclear powers of a year-
1 ong moratorium on all nuclear explosions. 

The reaching of an agreement on the p_roposed 
urgent measures would help improve the mterna-
1 ion al climate and mobilise the efforts of all sta.tes 
on tho main directions of struggle for promotmg 
detente and lasting peace. . .. 

All these measnres have been proposed as initi
al steps towards more radical moves first to curb 
and then to end the arms race. This would be the 
rninimum the EasLern and Western states could do 
Without agonising deliberation and protrac.ted .ex
hausting talks. They should be able to do this with-
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011t delay. Dut oven small stops could ho more 
effective politically, morally and psychologically. 
lmplementation of tho proposed measures would 
demonstrate tho readiness or hoth tho EasL and 
the \VcsL to redurn Lite Lhroat of war. 

Tho Soviet Union also presented a comprehensive 
programme of measures aimed at ending the arms 
mce and achieving disarmament in the 1980s, which 
Lhe ON General Assembly has proclaimed tho sec
ond decade o[ disarmament. This programme was 
sot forth in a letter addressed by Soviet Foreign 
Minister Andrei Gro.myko to tho then UN Secreta
ry General Kurt W aldhoim in April 1980. An
other Soviet document was a systematic collection 
of business-like proposals and initiatives submitted 
to the 35th UN General Assembly Session, the me
morandum "For Peace and Disarmament, for Guar
antees of International Security". 

Two analytical documents, each containing about 
30 points, were submitted to the international 
community for consideration. They actually list all 
tho urgent measures which, if implemented, would 
onrl the arms race. Among them are such meas
ures as: stopping the manufacture of nuclear weap
ons of all types and gradual reduction of nuclear 
weapon stockpiles, leading to their complete elimi
nation; 

further quantitative and qualitative limitation 
and reduction of strategic arms; 

conclusion of a treaty on f{eneral and complete 
banning of nuclear weapon tests; 

reduction of military spending; 
limitation of sales and deliveries of conventional 

arms; 
convocation of a world conj erence on disarma

ment and a conference on military detente and 
disarmament in Europe. 
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The Soviet Union is convinced that fulf'thnenL of 
the proposed measures would give meaning to the 
second decade of disarmament. This would be of 
Ii istoric significance for Lhe strngglo for universal 
peace and international security. The important 
thing is to make this decade a decade of real 
disarmament, and not a decade of an accelerated 
arms race. 

Anyone who roads Lhe history or UN activities 
can sec thaL since the appearance o[ tho firsL at.om 
bombs after tho Second World War Lho Soviet 
lJJlion has been persistently seeking ways to put 
an end to tho nuclear arms race. ln the 1940s it 
was incomparably easier than now to ban atomic 
weapons, when huge amounts of those weapons 
have been stockpiled. But even now, as Moscow 
believes, this problem can be solved. 

It is for this purpose exceptionally important 
Lo impede the development of new types and sys
tems of nuclear weapons. In particular, such an 
impediment is the banning of test explosions in 
;dl media and for all time which all states, with 
a few exceptions, demand. 

The USSR stated at the 37th Session of the 
l JN General Assembly in October 1982 that, as a 
nuclear power, iL was ready !'or this; it proposed 
that the question of tho immediate cessation and 
prohibition of nuclear weapons tests be included 
in tho agenda of the session. 

Specifically it proposed that the drafting and sign
ing of a treaty on the complete and general pro
hibition of nuclear weapons tests be speeded up 
and that the talks on this issue at the Committee 
on Disarmament turn to practical issues. Tho So
\'iut Union out.lined what could ho the main pro
uisions of such a treaty. They took into account 
the agreement reached during the discussion of 
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this prohlem, as well as tl1e ideas and wishes of 
many states, including the question o[ verification. 

At the same ti nw the Soviet Union rlrcw the a 1-
tention of the world community to another q1ws
lion whirl1 would 111ake it possible Lo inlensirv 
efforts aimed at eliminating the threat of nuclea·r 
war and also to ensure the safe development of 
rn1rlear power engineering. It proposed that the 
Goncral Assem hly declare the destruction of peace
ful r//lclear facilities by conventional weapons to 
be tantamo11nt lo nttdear attack. The SovieL delP
gale proposed thaL this action be equated with 
those which are regarded as the gravest crimes 
against humanity in UN resolutions. 

Who can doubt the urgency and advisability of 
these measures when we recall the recent Israeli 
air attack on the Iraqi rn1clear energy research 
centre? 

The Soviet documents give a clear idea of what 
has been and what has not been accomplished in 
the postwar period in the sphere of disarmament. 
They set forth Moscow's ideas and conceptions of 
the ways and means of ensuring reliable interna
tional security. They sum up both the positive and 
negative experience of the first decade of disarma
ment. They show the real causes of soaring mil
itary expenditure and growing arsenals; they focns 
attention on factors obstructing progress in the 
field of curbing the arms race. These papers iden
tify the areas in which mankind can achieve suc
cess in its historic attempt to create a world with
out weapons and wars. 

The Sovif't memorandum For Peace and Disar
mament, for Guarantees of International Security 
reads in part: 

"There arc no insurmountable objective barriers 
to durable, guaranteed peace. The chief obstacle 
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1s the lack of political will on tlw jHit·t of ccrlain 
states. This obstacle must be removed." 

Though there are no objective obstacles, there 
are subjective ones, such as false fears, lack of 
political will, lack of daring, distrusl and lack of 
faith. 



Three Viewpoints on Disarmament 

If one listens to statements by Eastern and West
ern representatives in the United Nations, 011e 
may be led to believe that they contain all thaL 
is necessary for an amicable solution of the disar
mament problem. All the starting points and all 
the components are there: an awareness of the dan
ger arising from the arms race; statements regard
ing the excessive armament of stales; an under
standing of the fact that further stockpiling of 
weapons, far from preserving international secur
ity, will undermine it; clear awareness of the fact 
thaL the arms race is decreasing mankind's chances 
of solving such problems as elimiuatio11 o[ back
wardJ1ess, poverty and disease, preservation o[ Lhe 
natural cnviro11me11 t, and prov1s10n 0 r adequate 
energy and raw material resources; and a desire Lo 
stop the insane race to the fatal line which may 
spell the tragic end of human civilisation. 

The course of action seems clear enough. B11t 
quilt~ ol'lP11 i 11slt>ad ol' doi 11g so met hi 11g, the \\'t>st 
starts discussing Lhc general t[llCslioll ol' wheLl1cl' iL 
is at all possible to curb the arms race. Instead 
of inspiring people with confidence in success (with-

0111. confidence it, is hard Lo strive for success), 
it starts doubting more and more whether it is pos
sible to stem the landslide of armaments. 

80 far we have not succeeded in stopping the 
arms race. This is a fact. But would it be right to 
~ay, as The New York Times has done, that man
kind has already lost the battle for ending the 
worldwide arms race? Rheinische Post of West 
( :ermany says that it is almost impossible to stop 
1 lte nuclear arms race between the East and the 
West, and that NATO is inclined to accept this 
rnnclusion. The Warsaw Treaty Organisation is 
1tot. But if one of the two partners sits down at 
t lw negotiation table without faith in success, with
out hope for success, if he sits down merely to 
"put in an appearance", as it were, and then 
lt>avcs without achieving auyLhing, the chances for 
progress may be undermined. 

Another opinion that has gained currency in 
the West is: 

The nuclear arms race has long been compelling 
the United States and the USSR to accumulate 
lllore and more weapons simply to maintain a pari
ty. This opinion has been supported by Kenneth 
Hacon of The Wall Street Journal. This would 
rnean that we are faced with a spontaneous, uncon
t l'Ollable process, a supernatural, demonic force 
subjugating peoples, governments and states. It fol
lows that curbing the arms race is a hopeless un
ilt>rtaking. The arms race is thus fate itself, a law 
of nature. 

Such an approach can only help to disarm man, 
il1·priyc him of will power and energy. It is diffi-
1·1dt to undorLakc a task with a sense of blind re
sigllalion, hopelessness and doom. A sense of im
potence, depression paralyses energy and enterprise 
1 11 rnan. Unless we break down moral and psycho-
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logical barriers inhibiting vigorous struggle for a 
limitation and reduction of armaments, the suicid
al arms race will continue to mount. Unless we 
vanquish the paralysing fear, the kind of fear 
which a rabbit experiences when faced with a boa 
constrictor, we shall not be able to terminate the 
arms race. True, in the Wost they call it "balance 
of fear". 

Wherein lies the secret of Moscow's energetic, 
forward-looking approach to the problem of disar
mament? It lies not only in its traditional love of 
peace and the nature of the social system it repre
sents, but also in a faith that man's age-old dream 
about a world without war will be realised sooner 
or later. 

It is not ill fate that accounts for growing mil
itary spending. Nor is it responsible for the develop
ment and production of new itypes of weapons and 
weapon systems. We all know who does all these 
things. Stopping the arms race or allowing it to 
continue wholly depends on the political will of 
the peoples, states and governments. 

Was it not their political will that has made 
possible the conclusion so far of nearly twenty in
ternational agreements curbing the arms race in 
a number of spheres, agreements which constitute 
a notable achievement of the first decade of disar
mament? Nuclear weapon tests have been prohibit
ed in the atmosphere, in outer space and under 
water. The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nu-. 
clear Weapons is in force. Many states have pledged 
not to put weapons of mass destruction into or
bit, on celestial bodies, on the seabed and ocean 
floor. Bacteriological (biological) and toxin weap
ons have boon banned. Military or any other hos
tile use of environmental modification techniques 
is prohibited. The first steps have been taken to · 
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curb the arins race in the most dangerous field: 
the USSR and the US have concluded agreements 
on the limitation of strategic offensive arms. 

It should be mentioned that it was tho Soviet 
llnion that initiated those measures. They would 
not have been adopted at all if it were not for 
the USSR. 

Even when detente was on the upsurge the task 
of curbing the arms race called for extreme effort. 
What can we say about periods of tensions? Dur
ing such periods many are reluctant to reduce the 
rate of growth of armaments. But nevertheless 
work in pursu~t of this goal is carried on even 
after 1980, despite a serious aggravation of the 
international situation. 

In September-October 1980 a UN Conference 
was held in Geneva on the prohibition or restric
tion of tho use of certain types of conventional 
weapons that may be regarded as excessively cruel 
or nonselective. Sceptics predicted that the confer
ence would be a failure. And what was the re
sult? Delegations from 80 countries drafted and 
adopted four basic documents: a convention on pro
hibitions or restrictions on the use of specific con
ventional weapons; a protocol on prohibitions or 
restrictions on the use of mines, booby traps and 
other devices; a protocol on prohibitions or restric
tions on the use of incendiary weapons; and a pro
tocol on prohibiting weapons whoso fragments can
not be detected by X-ray. 

In this connection a Reuter correspondent re
ported from Geneva that the international commu
nity had acquired its first document imposing lim
it.at.ions on non-nuclear weapons after 1925 when 
the Genova protocol prohibiting the use of poison 
gas used in the First World War was adopted. 
Thus, given political goodwill, it is possible to 
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undertake steps to limit arms even in times which 
are not too favourable for such measures. This 
again confirmed that the Soviet viewpoint was valid. 
The USSR is convinced that disarmament is not 
a dream, but a realistic goal. 

Of course, not everyone in the West believes 
that the arms race is inevitable, that it cannot be 
controlled. There are people in the West who read
ily point to the need to control the arms race and 
to regulate the competition in armaments. At first 
this idea seems attractive. To establish control, to 
regulate. . . But despite all talk about control of 
~he arms race in the last few years, world mil
itary spending has soared to 500,000 million dollars 
a year. Experts have calculated that if the arms 
:ace ~oes on at the current rate, military spend
mg will double by the beginning of the 21st cen
tury. Despite all attempts to control the arms race 
so far it has proved impossible to prevent the de~ 
velopment of increasingly destructive and lethal 
types of weapons and weapons systems. 

People who merely talk about control usually do 
nothing more than noting the continuously mount
ing production of armaments. Of course, the arms 
build-up can be marked with little flags, but this 
can hardly prevent a disaster. 

As for those who want regulation of the arms 
race, they maintain that the race will go on infi
nitely. This would mean that the whole idea is to 
organise the arms race correctly, and no more. But 
the arms race is not a stream of cars in a street 
subject to traffic control. What will happen if one 
day someone drives through a red light? Can we 
guarantee that Lhis does not take place? 

If tho arms race continues Lo grow, as it does 
now, when the US continues to announce false nu
clear alert signals, there can ho no guarantee 
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against such an eventuality. The fmal document 
adopted by the UN Special General Assembly Se~
sion on Disarmament on June 30, 1978, reads rn 
part: . 

"Today, as never before, mankmd faces the 
threat of self-destruction through a continued con
test in accumulation in tremendous proportions of 
tho most destructive weapons ever produced." 

True in his address to the session former US , 
Vice-President W al,ter Mondale tried to reassure 
the audience by saying that the arms race was not 
rnntrolled by madmen ... 

We agree that in the Pentagon and NATO there 
arn sober-minded people among those who control 
the arms race. These people are fully aware of the 
s 11 icidal character of a global nuclear conflict. How
('VOJ', it is hardly normal to try to gain military 
superiority in the present nuclear age when_ there 
are already sufficient quantities of weapons rn the 
world to destroy life on earth many times over. 

Continuing the arms race is surely no way to 
stop it. And it will not be possible to e~d it if _it 
is regarded as an inevitable and irremediable evil, 
j r brute force is placed above everything else, above 
Ii u man reason and will, if one is guided by the 
postulate: let us continue to arm, but under con-
1 rol. But controlled armament will not save man
kind from the threat of a new destructive war. 
011ly controlled disarmament can do this. 

The Soviet Union has pointed out that a ra
liunal and reasonable approach to the problem is 
not to regulate the arms race, but to abandon it al
lugel her, not to control the arms race which is still 
.c;uing on at a mounting rate, but to curb it and 
I lien end it altogether. 

There is no alternative to such an approach; 
1 lwro is no other way out. The present grave, even 



dangerous situation does not favour fimther arma
ment, but calls for disarmament. A true sense of 
security, which is what the overwhelming majority 
of the people both in the East and the West want, 
will not grow out of a nuclear arsenal. One should 
also realise that every new round of the arms race 
only increases mistrust between states belonging to 
different social systems and reduces the possibi
lity of success in a political dialogue. 

Helmut Schmidt, former Chancellor of tho FHG, 
has stated quite clearly, if somewhat too categor
ically: 

"Further detente with the Soviet Union is im
possible unless we curb the arms race." It is high 
time one realises that the very fate of East-West 
political relations depends on whether it will be 
possible to stop the militarist drive, the lethal pro
duction lines. The future of peace, the very exist
ence of our civilisation depend on this. One should 
understand before it is too late that the solution 
of many, if not all, of the world's problems-poli
tical, economic, energy, raw matel'ial, food supply 
and other problems-pivots on the implementation 
of military detente. These problems cannot be 
solved unless military detente is secured. 

The present world situation demands bold ini
tiatives and resolute action. They are necessary to 
prevent a further development of dangerous con
frontation and the threat of war. Tho Soviet Union 
has come out with initiatives on the key problems 
of disarmament, initiatives which provide for the 
most radical measures. 

The Soviet Union has put forward proposals at 
the United Nations at a Lime when people begin 
to be oppressed by a sense of impending danger. 
ilut though people talk much about this danger, it 
will not subside or disappear by itself. To deal 
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wilh it, resolute measures must he taken. The gov
pr11ments states and peoples-all who are opposed 
lo lurni1;g the planet into a radio:1rliw~ wilder-
11ess-must act jointly. The danger 1s not too far 
olT. Mankind has already folt the scorching breath 
of this wilderness. 

The scars of Nagasaki and Hiroshima on the face 
of the earth will never he removed. Tho tomh
~!011os of tho victims of tho first and, let us hope, 
1111· last atomic homhardmont, wl1ich was totally 
1111j11slif1ed rrorn the military point or view, will 
1·t · 111ai11 forever. 

Tho face of the earth will forever retain tho 
scars of the "dirty war" in Indochina. The aggres
sors were guided by the principle which called for 
burning, destroying and devastating everything. _In 
a speech at the United Nations the representative 
or Vietnam said that 14.5 million bombs and shells, 
100 000 tons of toxic chemicals, and napalm were 
11sed against the Vietnamese people. . . 

IIow did the country and its people, its land, its 
11aLure survive the ordeal? Yes, Vietnam did indeed 
hold o~t, though there are regions there which re
''Pmble a lifeless moonscape. Some of the plant 
;i 11d wild li f o species have totally disappearo~. 
\'t•arly hall' the farmland, mango plantat10ns (it 
\\'ill probably take a whole century to restmo 
1 lieso), much of the jungle, forests .and fiel~~ h:ave 
s1i!Torerl severe rlarnagos. Tho ocolog1cal eqmhbrrnm 
;111d wato!' cycle have been upset, anrl tho climate 
l1as changed for tho worse... . . 

The face of the earth will bear the scars mfhct-
1·d on tho coral island of Bikini in the Pacific 
Oc(•an which the Pentagon turned into a testin~ 
g·1·01111i'1 for nuclear weapons. Tho inhabitants ol 
l he a toll were initially evacuated: But later th~y 
Wero permitted to return to the island. What did 
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thoy find on tho island? Fifty mushroom cloucls 
had risen over il, contaminating the water, fruit 
and fish ... 

Tho tragPdiPs of lliroshima, Nagasaki, ViPlnam 
and Bikini should serve as a warning, as alarm sig
nals to mankind, lo this and future generations. 
We cannot have peace of mind while parts of our 
planet arc being turned into wilderness that is a 
hazard to life. Existing means of dcstrnctio11 am 
already a threat to civilisation. But the throat is 
mo11nting bera11se wearons of ever newer designs 
are being developed, weapons far surrassing tho 
hydrogen bomb. 

To avoid that cannot be repaired afterwards, ur
gent measures are needed. To this end the USSR 
submitted to the 35th UN General Assembly Ses
sion a proposal On Ilistorical Responsibility of 
States for the Preservation of Nature for Present 
and Future Generations. Addressing the session the 
USSR Foreign Minister said: 

"lt is the direct duty of the United Nations to 
draw the attention of all states to their historical 
responsibility for preserving the Earth's nature as 
an essential condition for the life of the present 
and f11Lure generations and to promote internation
al cooperation in this sphere." 

The General Assembly endorsed the Soviet pro
posal. It recognised that the planet's environment 
could be preserved only through the efforts of all 
states, through the implementation of large-scale 
global and regional programmes. The essence of 
Moscow's approach is that protection of the envi
ronment is not merely an ecological problem, but 
also a political problem. Its solution hinges on end
ing the arms race, abolition of colonialism which 
plunders the natural resources of other countries, 
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on broad international cooperation and on the fight 
/or economic and social progress. 

The arms race is diverting material and intel-
1c~ct11al l'C'Sourccs from Lhe urgent 1asks of prcscJ"v
i ng Lhc planet's uscl'11lness and beauty for future 
generations. Weapon tests, nuclear weapon tests 
above all, have a disastrous effeot on plant and 
animal life. They pollute air and water. The devel
opment of new types of weapons and weapon sys
tems of mass destruction may have even more pe
rilous consequences for nature. Implementation of 
t lie Soviet initiative would halt dangerous devel
opments, thereby precludi11g new tragedies in the 
age of nuclear missiles. 



The Vital Problem of the Nuclear Age 

The choice is between peace and a nuclear war. 
The issue of war and peace has probably never 
been as acute as at the present time. This is due 
primarily to such actions by the US Administra
tion as its decision to start large-scale production 
of neutron weapons, the development of new stra
tegic systems, preparations for the nuclear-missile 
rearmament of NATO, the propounding of the doc
trines of both a "limited" and a "protracted" war, 
and the launching of a propaganda campaign de
claring nuclear war to be acceptable and permis-
sible. 

Ronald Reagan began to show a fondness for 
the neutron bomb long before he became master of 
the White House. He even praised the bomb. In a 
radio speech in 1978 he said it was nothing but 
the death ray science fiction writers dreamed of, 
killing the enemy but not destroying the environ
ment. It was a deterrent weapon, that was much 
cheaper ... a moral advance. 

To President Reagan it was all very simple, 
cheap and moral. Without hesitation he ordered 
prod uclion of the neutron bomb to start. That was· 
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in August HJ81, on the day when the whole civi-
1'.sed world. was honouring the memory of the vic
tims of Hiroshima, the victims of the first atom 
IH.1rnL, and wondering how to prevcut a repetition 
o[ the horrors of modern warfare. 

Wl~y docs vVashington need the neutron bomb'il 
. It is t?e brain child of the US military circles 

with their doctrine of "limited" nuclear war. In 
August ~ 980 P~csidential Directive 59 finally elc
~·atcd LI.us doctrrne to the level of government pol
icy, winch the present US Administration has 
adopted. 

The prospect of creating weapons that arc never 
11se_d has never aLLracted Pentagon generals. They 
helrnvc weapons are not meant to lie rusting in 
depots. lh~t even the most hot-headed hawks among 
1 hem rualisc that in the event of a world nuclear 
war Lliey themselves could end up in a radioactive 
graveyard. They are willing to risk this but not 
to the extent of committing suicide. So tliey want 
to .~ry Lheir luck in a small, local, "limited" war. 
. I he rwu tron bomb is designed above all for the 

I<: 111·opean tlwatro, like the Pershing-2 ballistic mis
siles and the Tomahawk cruise missiles. These 
WPapons are needed for· implementing the doctrine 
and .strntegy of "limited" nuclear war .in Europe. 
l'vlPd111rn-range nuclear missiles and the neutron 
hornb are the "wonder weapons" for a future "won
der \~·ar" which, s? the US strategists hope, will 
nol. s1 nge the American eagle's wings. 

. Washington'~ assuranc? that neutron weapollS 
will be stockpiled on US soil does not lessen the 
danger .. Neutron weapous arc being mass-prod-
11('Pd ']] · ·, ,. . · icse s~msLer prorlucls can appear on the 
L1.11 ope;111. contrncnt al any moment and withi11 a 
~1.'1nc,r of_ h.ours. Already based in Europe are US 

c1iice nuss!lcs and M-110-AG howitzers that can 
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be equipped with neutron warheads and are ju~t 
waiting to carry new lethal charges. So far there is 
no threat of the neutron weapons of the Pentagon 
being immediately stationed in E~rope. But ~he~e 
is every likelihood of their appearmg th~r~ w~thm 
the next few years on the pretext of a crisis si~ua
tion which the American hawks themselves might 
create The US military are still keen on imple
menti~g their plans-of siting a missile-neutr.on 
base close to the border of the socialist commun~ty 
so as to create a first-strike potential. What parti~
ular components of this complex ~p~ear first i_n 
Europe is not so important. What is ~mport~nt . is 
that the infrastructure is already bemg la~d for 
both types of mass destruction weap?n. Was_hmgton 
has been waiting for the opportumty to site new 
nuclear-missile systems, as well as neutron weap
ons at Wost European bases. Twice-in 1977-
197S and 1981-Washington tried to add neutron 
weapons to its West ~uropean arsenals but both 
attempts failed. But this does ~ot I?oan w~ ml~St 
not expect a third attempt, which m certam cir
cumstances could be successful. 

For quite some time the Soviet Union has been 
aware of the Pentagon's neutron plans and man~eu
vres. As early as in 1961 it warned the ~Jmtod 
States of the danger of a neutron rou_nd m t_he 
arms race. The Soviet statement on the _issue said: 
"Plans are being discussed in tho Umted States 
for the production of the neutro11 bomb, a bomb 
that kills everything living, but does _not destroy 
material property. Only aggr~ssors longmg for c?i:
quest and subjugation of al~en lands and acqms~
tion of alien property can direct the efforts of sci-

h " entists to create sue a weapon. . . 
How at that time did Washmgt_on receive ~he 

Soviet proposal that it should refram from addmg 
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tho 11ow woap011 Lo its arsenals? IL decided to se
cure for itself a monopoly of the neutron bomb. 
The Washington strategists forget that they had 
previously failed to take seriously the USSR's abil
ity to make atom and hydrogen bombs. What can 
ho said on this score? To attempt to base policy 
and strategy on such a shaky foundation as the 
short-term monopoly of a mass destruction weapon 
cannot ho regarded as a serious venture. 

When the Soviet Union-which from tho outset 
knew the United States was working on producing 
neut.r;on .":eapon_s ~~d was not taken unawares by 
Lhe legitim1sat10n of these weapons in the sum
mer of 1977-immediately proposed mutual renun
ciation of the production of the neutron bomb 
Washington and its NATO partners should hav~ 
borne in mind that the proposal sprang not from 
"fear" but from sober reasoning. From tho outset 
the Soviet Union made it clear it would be better 
for all concerned if tho Soviet Union wore not forced 
to take retaliatory measures. It was in 1977, 
when .the neutron plans of the United States began 
Lo be implemented, that Soviet leader Leonid Brezh
nev warned that the USSR was firmly against 
production of the neutron bomb but if it were 
made in the west the ussn wo;ld not remain a 
pas_sive observer and would meet the challenge. 
fh1s declaration _was repeated at the 26th Congress 
of the Commumst Party of the Soviet Union in 
1fl81: The USSR will not start the production of 
n~utrun weapons provided other states do like
w_t1;e, and i:; willing to conclude an agreement ban
ning these weapons once and for all. 
. The Soviet Union is not in the habit of brandish
nig ':"eapons. But tho neutron-obsessed leaders ol' 
certain states are inclined to regard Soviet peace
ableness as a sign of weakness. They unscrupu-
4• 
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lously resort to intimidation with new types of le
thal weapons. The West should make a point of 
remembering this: the Soviet economy, Soviet sci
ence and technology are capable of manufacturing 
any weapon on which Western politicians rtry to 
pin their hopes. But, although it has the potential 
for producing sophisticated military hardware, the 
Soviet Union does not wish to compete in the 
sphere of military technology. Such competition is 
fraught with grave danger. The USSR has always 
adhered to a policy not of achieving military supe
riority, but of reducing armaments, of disarmament 
and lessening military confrontation. 

The Pentagon's "wonder bomb" can add a new 
neutron spiral to the arms race, thereby sharply 
aggravating rivalry in the sphere of military tech
nology. As postwar developments have shown, a 
law of equilibrium operates in the international 
arena. When some states violate the equilibrium, 
others restore it. President Reagan's decision to 
produce the neutron bomb may result in the esrtab
lishment of a nuclear balance between the United 
States and the USSR at a higher, and consequently 
more dangerous and expensive, level. 

It should be borne in mind that neutron weapons 
present a threat not just to Europe. The Pentagon 
does not rule out the possibility of deploying such 
weapons in the Middle East, as well as the Far 
East. It may also give this bomb to its "rapid 
deployment force"-an interventionist force to be 
thrown into battle wherever Washington thinks its 
own "vital interests" arc being encroached on. So 
neutron weapons present a threat to all man-

kind. 
'fo thwart this threat the Soviet Union and other 

socialist countries as early as in March 1978 sub
mitted a Draft Convention on the Prohibition of 
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Nucle~r Neutron Weapon to the Geneva Committee 
on Disarmament. But the Western powers have 
k;~pt. !.lw. draf!. on the shell' up till 11ow. After the 
'· ~ I ~es1dPnt s decision to !'>tart foll-scale produc
tion of neutron weapons, the llS rt•presentative on 
the .. Geneva Commit~ee described the Soviet draft 
as unworthy of ser10us consideration". From this 
we may draw ~he obvious conclusion that Washing
ton aotually wishes to whip up, not curb the arms 
race. ' 

The ~orld ~ublic knows that in the past period 
the Soviet Urnon has repeatedly proposed reaching 
agre?ment on the mutual renunciation of the pro
duction of neutron weapons and on the banning of 
"~1ch w~apons. As a !ASS statement in August 
1.181 pomted out, Sovrnt leaders still firmly believe 
that snch .a solu~ion would best promote peace and 
would be m the mterests of all states and peoples. 

At the sam.e time. no one should have any doubt 
that the Sovrnt Urnon will make the appropriate 
assessment of the situation created by the new 
US mo~es and take the necessary measures to safe
gu?rd its own security and that of its friends and 
allies. 

anon O?t?ber 2, 1981, the US President announced 
in ambit10us. and . ominous programme envisag-

g the speedier buildup of strategic nuclear forces 
thereby pr~ving that Washington does not intend 
Lo confine itself to militarist statements. The pro
gramme embraces the three types of these forces· 
ground:launched missiles, sea-launched missiles and 
strategic bombers. It contains provisions for: 

- completing construction of the new and more 
howerful MX intercontinental ballistic missiles the 

rst hundred of ~hie~ will begin to be depl~yed 
m underground silos m place of Minuteman and 
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Tilan missiles. Tlow they will suhsoq1wnlly he 
based will be decided by 1984; 

Jn1ilding one new Trident suhm~ri1_w a. y~ar 
and cq11ippi11g it with an improved ~rnll1st~c ~mssile, 
as well as ueploying 1111ckar crn1sc uuss1les on 
existing submarines; and 

- developing and producing B-1 strategic bom~ 
hers (which President Carter rejected in .favour ~lJ 
cl'uisc missiles in 1977). At tho same time, B-:J~ 
and B-1 strategic bombers will be equipped with 
3 000 cruise missiles. Apart from this, the "invis
ible" stealth bomber which, according to the Pen
tagon, can penetrate radar screens will continue 
to be improved. 

This While House and Pentagon programme,, 
estimated in America lo bo tho largest buildup of 
US strategic forces in recent decades, will cost tax
payers 180,000 million dollars over the next five 
years alone. It is with this super-programme of 
nuclear armament that the Un,ited States intends 
to complete the 20th and enter the 21st century. 
Washington is also extending the nuclear arms. race 
to space, as testified by its programme of flights 
for orbital Shuttle craft with a secret Pentagon 
cargo on board. 

All these measures of the US Administration 
are by no means conducive to the resumption a~d 
success of the process of limiting US a~d S?':iet 
strategic armaments. According to a public opm~on 
poll conducted by the National Broa.dcastmg 
Corporation and Associated Press, .seven m e.ve~y 
ten Americans want a new US-Soviet treaty limit-
ing nuclear armaments. . 

The Soviet Union stands for returnmg to and 
carrying forward that process. . . 

The problem of limiting and reducmg. strateg~c 
armaments was described as paramount in Leonid 

Brezlmov 's Report to tho 26th Congress of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union because the 
fate of world peace largely depends on its solution. 
Tt is paramount because SALT-2 has not only 
been shelved in the United States but calls are 
being made there for non-observance of SALT-1 
which is in force. It is paramount because beside~ 
the USSR and the United States, all other nuclear 
powers-Great Britain, France and the People's 
Republic of China-must participate in future talks 
on limiting and reducing strategic armaments. 

The Soviet Union is willing without delay to 
continue negotiations with the United States on 
'.imiting and reducing strategic armaments, retain
mg everything positive that has so far been 
ar:hieved in that field. 

Let _us recall that Soviet-US talks on limiting 
strategic armaments began back in 1970. They led 
to the signing of important documents: the Treaty 
on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Sys
tems and tho Interim Agreement on Certain Meas
ures with Respect to the Limitation of Strategic 
~ffei:-sive Arms (1972) and SALT-2 (1979). By 
sigmng these treaties the USSR and the United 
States-the two strongest nuclear powers-em
~rnrkod on the path of curbing the arms race in 
its most dangerous trend. All peace-loving nations 
':elcomed these efforts, hoping they would be con
tmued. After signing SAL T-2 in Vienna in June 
1979, the Carter Administration blocked its ratifi
cation only a few months later on the pretext of 
events in Afghanistan. The Reagan Administration 
wont even further by declaring it "dead". 

Of course nobody, including the Soviet Union 
considers SALT-2 to be perfect. But is it sensibl~ 
to ~ancel the results of seven years' negotiations, 
clurmg which a scrupulous balance of the security 
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interests of holh sides was achieved, nncl stnrt 
from scratch? Addressing the 19th Congress of the 
Soviet Young Comm11nist Lcng1w in Moscow on 
May 18, 1!)83, LPonid l~rPziinP\' Pmpliasis1•d in 
connection with tho nl'w round of talks: "'Al'l<'l' all, 
the talks will not start from scratch; a great deal 
of by no means irrelevant work has already been 
done. This should not be forgotten." 

One and a half years-almost half the US Pre
sident's full term of office-passed before Reagan 
in a speech on May 9, 1982, agreed to continue 
strategic arms talks with tho USSR Having put 
SALT-2 into storage, tho White llouso now pro
claimed it would propose something hrtlPr and far
rcaching. But it was a slop backwards rather than 
forward. Washington vi1't1lfllly swPpl evPrything 
back almost to tho initial stag0. 

The fact of the matter is that the White House 
is guided not by the principle of equal security but 
by the principle of unilateral advantage. It wants 
to eliminate the USSR's advantages in certain as
pects, while leaving its own intact. The US wants 
to deprive the USSR of the backbone of its stra
tegic forces, of its defence capability-interconti
nental missiles-and to retain everything of its 
own that constitutes the greatest threat to the 
USSR, namely, bombers, cruise missiles and other 
types of strike weapons. 

While agreeing to continue the arms limitation 
talks, the US Administration went along to them 
with its old useless baggage. The very premise de
termining the whole attitude of the White House 
is a false one: it insists that tho United States 
is "lagging behind" the USSR. Y ct the Pentagon's 
official report for the 1982 fiscal year states unam
biguously that the United States and the USSR 
are approximatdy equal in nuclear strength. Many 
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competent specialists ancl leaders of former US Ad
ministrations are convinced of the strategic parity 
ol' 1 IH' lwn powers and they have anthoritativPly 
rn1ilir1nPd lliis. They IH•liP\'<~ tho llnitPd St.<1l1•s and 
lli1· l ISSH possrss L'q11al rn1clrar polrn1lials, 110L

wi th standing all the differences in their strncture 
and the particular advantages each side has in 
c:ome components of the potential. This fact en
:ilded Senator Edward Kennedy to ask his famons 
rlietorical question, which stunned those who claim 
that the US nuclear potential is nowhere near that 
of the Soviet Union. Would any high-ranking Ame
rican army officer, he asked, agree to exchange nu
clt)ar forces with the Soviet Union? The answer 
\\'ould be "No!", the senator said. 

Wishing to get the talks going, give them an 
impetus and ensure good results, the Soviet Union 
proposed the freezing of US and Soviet strale{{ic 
weapons simultaneously with resumption of the 
dialogue. Both a quantitative freeze and a qualita
tive freeze were proposed. 

Whether or not agreement is reached on limit
ing and reducing strategic armaments will largely 
determine the fate of war and peace. Thus the 
lJSSR and the United States bear a truly historic 
l'!)sponsibility. Moscow is willing to go its half of 
Lim way to a mutually acceptable agreement. It 
has also demonstrated its profound awareness of 
the full measure of this responsibility and clear 
111H!Prsla11ding of the present alarming situation, 
which requires immediate and resolute action. 

Washington is giving its blessing not only to the 
Irnclear arms race, but increasingly to a nuclear 
w.a_r as well. It is openly talking of the "admissi
liil ity" and "acceptability" of a nuclear war of 
I lie l'easibilily of delivering a first strike and acl;iev-
111g- victory in such a conflict. One Pentagon arrn-
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chair strategist, Professor Herman Kahn, of the 
Hudson Institute, has said the United States must 
he ready to conduct a real nuclear war and win 
it. What is this if not a call for legalising the use 
of nuclear weapons, if not inculcation of the view 
that a global nuclear conflict, which could destroy 
a 11 l i fo on earth, is permissible and even inevit
a b 1 o? Was not this why in the summer of 1982 the 
lJS President announced his refusal to continue 
talks with the Soviet Union and Britain on draft
ing a treaty on the complete and universal prohi
bition of nuclear weapons tests? 

Perhaps some people in the West think the So
viet Union is overdramatising the situation. Defini
tely not. Time and again American experts assert 
that any alarm could lead the United States to 
strike a blow with the nuclear weapons which are 
always in combat readiness and aimed at targets 
in the Soviet Union. This might be thought to be 
the opinion of irresponsible people. So let us look 
at the opinion of responsible politicians then. Pre
sident Reagan says the United States has enough 
strength to gain the upper hand if need be. US 
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger says the 
United States pins its hopes of victory mainly on 
its new systems of nuclear-missile weapons. 

So they want to win a war in which there can 
be no victor. Constant thoughts of victory, count
ing on victory can lead to risking a war. Such 
obsession is a dangerous thing! 

On October 17, 1981, the US President made 
what world opinion and many newspapers regard
ed as one of the most sinister statements in postwar 
history. He confirmed what is causing peaceloving 
nations and governments grave apprehension about 
the American doctrine of a "limited" nuclear war 
in Europe by saying: " ... A situation could arise, 

in which thNe would he an exchange of strikes 
with hoth sides using tactical weapons against mil
il.:il'y ('01tlingen1s in the ha1tlefield without any or 
I Iii' gn'at pnwprs prPssing lhP hutton." 

l l nd Pl" tlH'Sn circmnstancPs mankind must do its 
11tmost to prevent a nuclear war, to remove the war 
danger menacing the world, to defend life itself. 
Tackling this task, the Soviet Union has for many 
~'Pars heen insisting on taking political and legal 
;is well as practical measures to eliminate the dan
ger of a nuclear conflict. To the programme of nu
clear armament which hrings a world catastrophe 
nParpr it countPrposes a programme of nuclear dis
armamPnt that would prevnnt nuclear holocaust. 
For this purpose the USSR again proposes: 

reachinr; agreement on en din r; the production 
of nuclear weapons of all kinds and r;radual reduc
tion of their stockpiles until they are completely 
eliminated; 

- on a mutual basis renouncing the production 
of nuclear-neutron weapons; 

-- bringing to a successful conclusion the Soviet
US talks on limiting and reducing strategic arma
ments; 

-- reachinr; a mutually acceptable agreement at 
the talks on limiting nuclear armaments in Europe; 

- concluding a non-aggression pact under which 
the participants in the Conference on Security and 
Cooperation in Europe would undertake not to be 
the first to use nuclear and conventional weapons; 

- resuming and bringing to a conclusion the 
tripartite talks between the USSR, the United 
States and Great Britain on banning nuclear weap
ons tests; 

- creatinr; nuclear-free zones in Northern Ru
rope and in the Rallrans, and in other parts of the 
world; 
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- concluding an international convention oblig
ing the nuclear powers not to use nuclear weapons 
aw1inst n(ftions whirh do not possess surh weapons 
1111d do 11ot h(fve them 011 their territory; 

- ('(J11cludi11i; 1rn. i11ternational agreement on the 
non-deployment of nuclear weapons on the territory 
of states where there are no such weapons at the 
present time. 

This is a far from complete list of proposals the 
Soviet Union has put before the nuclear powers and 
the world community in an attempt to remove the 
danger of a destructive global conflict. 

In the autumn of 1981 the Soviet Union submit
ted two special new proposals to the 36th Session 
ol' the lJN General 1\ssembly. One of thom envis
aged the adoption of a declaration on preventing a 
nu.clear catastrophe and the otlwr--ref rainin!( from 
extending the nuclear arms race to space. It can 
be rightfully affirmed that both proposals reflected 
the aspirations of present as well as future genera
tions, because it was a case of preventing the de
struction of civilisation and Earth from turning into 
an uninhabited radioactive desert. 

There is no more important and urgent task. The 
Soviet Union once again appeals to a sense of res
ponsibility in international affairs, to reason and 
conscience. Finally, it appeals to the elementary 
instinct of self-preservation in those who seem in
capable of nobler feelings, to those in whom reason 
is clouded by hostility and hatred for other nations 
and states. 

What will happen if a war is unleashed on land 
or in space with the use of the most destructive 
nuclear weapons of annihilation? Man will no long
er be able to curse those who brandished the nu
clear clnb at him. He simply will have no time to 
do so. The nuclear maniacs must be checked now, 

GO 

while it is not too late. The Soviet Union has pro
posed that the United Nations should make the fol
lowing declaration: States and statesmen who first 
resort to the use of nuclear weapons will be com
mitting the most heinous crime against mankind. 
There will never be any excuse or reward for lead
ers who decide to use miclear weapons first. All 
dodrines which permit a first nuclear strike and all 
nclions that push the world to catastrophe are in
compatible with the laws of human morality and 
11'ith the high ideals of the United Nations. 

ln the LJSSR's opinion the minim11m that the 
l fniled Natio11s ronld do without del;iy lo prevent 
i nlornalional developments from taking a danger
rn1s turn is to declare itself resolutely and explicit
ly opposed to a first nuclear strike, designating it 
as lhe most heinous crime against ma11kind. 

The USSH has proposed condemning all doc
triues and all actions that can lead to a global ca-
1.astr'.Jphe. There can be no justification [or being 
1110 lirsL to i1so nuclear weapons. 'fhe resolve or the 
whole world community to ban nuclear war and 
l'liminale this danger can serve as a serious warn
ing to the advocates of such a war. 

The Soviet proposal met with hroad support al 
l!Jp. lfnited Nations. Even those who usually vote 
<_1ga111st such initiatives only because they come 
1 rnm the Soviet Union did not risk opposing tho 
prnposal openly. One question arises: why arc such 
proposals supported by all the nations of the world 
Pxcepl the United States? Because the latter pos
sesses nuclear chains and does not intend to give 
thPm up. At the vc>ry moment when the Soviet pro
posal 1o rnrb the arms race, primarily tho nuclear 
a_rms race, was being welcomed at the United Na
lious and elsewhere, the US President endorsed the 
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US programme for a buildup of strategic forces, 
thereby challenging the whole world. 

At its 36th Session the UN General Assembly 
atlopted a Declaration on the Prevention of a Nu
clear Catastrophe and approved the proposal on the 
conclusion of a treaty on prohibiting the emplace
ment of all kinds of weapons in space. It also adop
ted a resolution banning nuclear neutron weapons, 
proposed earlier by the USSR and other socialist 
countries. 

The Second Special Session of the UN General 
Assembly on Disarmament in June 1982 was 
marked by a truly historic initiative on. the. part 
o[ the lJSSH. The session became a maJor mter
national event of the late 20th century because 
it saw a new Soviet move paving the way to a 
safer world in which nuclear weapons will never 
be used. 

In a message to the participants in the Special 
Session Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev informed 
the UN General Assembly that the Soviet Union 
pledges itself NOT TO BE THE FIRST TO USE 
NUCLEAR WEAPONS. This commitment came 
into force as soon as it was promulgated [rom the 
rostrum of the UN General Assembly. This excep
tionally important step was taken by the Soviet 
Union unilaterally. It is a momentous move because 
the present critical situation in the world, fraught 
with the threat of a nuclear war, requires energetic, 
resolute measures to bring about a marked improve
ment in international relations; it calls for a mag
nificent example for other nations to follow. 

The delegates to the Second Special Session on 
Disarmament, and the whole world with them, were 
waiting for the response from the United States. 
The leaders of that country had been talking so 
much about their aspiration for peace it was ex-
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peeled that the positive step of the other side would 
be met with reciprocity. 

But when President Reagan addressed the UN 
General Assembly he failed to respond to the So
viet initiative. He thus ignored not only the good 
example set by the USSR but the will of the 
American ~eople too. For, as a public opinion poll 
c~nduc,ted m 19~~ by The New York Times jointly 
with CBS telev1s10n showed, Americans remained 
opposed to using nuclear weapons first. But when it 
came to giving a serious answer to the Soviet initia
tive, the US le~ders dodged it. It was far simpler 
_to adopt dramatic poses that were in no way bind
rng and went no further than rhetorical declarations 
about. peace~ than to answer the Soviet proposals in 
a busmess-hke manner. Such a negative stand can 
only lead us to believe that the whole strategy of 
Lite Pentagon and NATO is aimed at a first strike 
and at enhancing the surprise factor in attack. 

By contrast, the Soviet Union's UN initiative 
aims at increasing the degree of confidence in inter
state relations. Without such trust there can be no 
c_oring with the other task-the transition to prac
t ''.'-al measures for real disarmament, to the disman-
11 i_ng of the material basis for waging war to the 
0~1mination of weapons, to general and c'omplete 
tl1sarmament. 

'1'!10 ways and means of attaining that goal wero 
011 tlrnod in Leonid Brezhnev's message to the Sec
ond Special Session and to the UN General As
sembly.' in the Soviet memorandum submitted to 
it, entitled Averting the Growing Nuclear Threat 
and ~urbing the Arms Race. The Soviet Union has 
snhm1tted another important proposal to the UN 
~amely, Basic Provisions of a Convention on th~ 

rohibition of the Development, Production and 
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Stockpiling of Chemical Weapons and on Their 
Destruction. 

These documents formulate a new comprehensive 
idea of drafting, adopting and implementing stage 
by stage a programme of nu.clear ~is~rmam~nt. ~uch 
a programme in the view of the Sov10l Umon could 
include: 

- ceasing to develop new systems o[ nuclear 
weapons; . 

_ ceasing to produce J'issiollahle matenals for 
creating various types of nuclear we~pons; . 

- ceasing to produce all types o[ nuclear mum-
tions and delivery vehicles for them; . 

_ gradually reducing the stock piks o[ n11clear 
weapons, including delivery vehicles; 

-- totally abolishing nuclear weapons. 
The Soviet Union has again proposed that the in 

temational community tackle in earnest the matter 
of nuclear disarmament and curb t~e ri:uclear arms 
rate both qualitatively and qnant1tatwely. \Vlrnn 
disciissing tho ways and mca11s ol' soJ~iu~ this prn'i
ll·m, politicians and public figures 1n man~ co11n-. 
tries have of late been referring to the id~a ol 
i'l'eezing, i.e. stopping the fmth~r h11ilcl-up ol 11 '.1· 
dear arsenals. Tltis idea is part1c11larly populal' 111 
the United States, where it has hecorne the banner 
of the growing mass anti-nuclear m?v~·ment. Mar:y 
wonder about tlie Soviet stand on this issue. Leomd . 
Brezhnev explained in his message: "The idea of 
a mutual freeze of nuclear arse11als as a first slPp 
towards their reduction and, eventually, com_plel~ 
elimination is close to the Soviet point of view. 

As regards m1clear disarmament the USSR, as it · 
indicated in tho memorandum submitted lo t.l1e 
United Nations, is willing to rearh aveement with 
all nuclear powers on the complete elimination of 
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all m1clcar arms-strategic, medi11m-range and tac
tical. 

The road leading to the final goal-general and 
1·.0111plcte disarmament-is a long and thorny one. 
I 1, is all the more important not to trip at the begin
ning of the road: the first steps should pave the 
wav for achieving the ultimate aim. One such step 
wn~ the USSR's commitment not to be the first to 
nse nuclear weapons. If the other nuclear powers 
were to undertake a similar obligation, this would 
in practice be tantamount to a general ban on the 
i1sc of n11clear weapons. The USSR and other peace
loving nations expect the other nuclear powers to 
follow the Soviet example. 

The new commitment of the Soviet Union is a 
res11It of the policy it has pursued throughout the 
post.war years. As early as in 7949 the USSR pro
posed the conclusion of a peace pact between the 
fiue great powers. In 1958 it proposed a declaration 
on measures to prevent a surprise attack. And in 
1.962 it submitted to the Geneva Committee on 
nisarmament a draft declaration on prohibiting war 
propaganda. ln 1969 the Soviet delegation at the 
United Nations tabled a draft resolution defining 
armed aggression as a crime against mankind (this 
definition of aggression wa.<; subsequently adopted 
1111 the UN General Assembly). In 1972 the govern
ments of the USSR and the United States reached 
agreement on preventing incidents on and over the 
sea. Tn the same year on the basis of a Soviet pro
posal the UN General Assembly adopted a resolrl
tion On Non-Use of Force in International Relations 
and a Permanent Ban on the Use of Nuclear 
Weapons. Tn 1973 the USSR and the United States 
rnnrl11ded an Agreement on the Prevention of Nn
tlear War. Jn the 1970s the USSR signed agree
ments with France and Britain on the prevention of 
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a nuclear war breaking out by accident. Several 
years ago the USSR drew the attention of the Unit
ed Nat ions to the question of concluding a World 
Treaty on Non-Use of Force in International Rela
tions. After the all-European Conference in Hel
sinki the Soviet Union proposed that its participants 
should agree not to be the first to use nuclear as 
well as conventional weapons. 

Th us the USSR has been pursuing a consistent 
policy of reliably preventing accidental as well as 
deliberate war. This policy has the support of the 
majority of the world's population, who stand for 
the prohibition of nuclear war. Military Detente for Europe 

To strengthen peace throughout the world, on all 
continents, in all areas, and not only in regions of 
war tension, peace initiatives are essentially need
Pd. And they are most needed in Europe, especial
ly if we consider its past and present. In the past 
it experienced two world wars. At present the con
tinent is characterised by the greatest concentra
tion of troops and armaments. Two of the world's 
most powerful military-political groupings confront 
rach other there. Europe, the cradle of detente, has 
already been called by some "Euroshima" as a 
reminder of Hiroshima's tragic destiny. Even if 
this is an exaggeration, the Old World already has 
more than enough nuclear arms. 

Since the time when Europe was first mentioned 
by Hornor it has seen more bloody wars and con
ll icts than any other continent. Many generations 
of Europeans regarded these disasters practically 
as a natural condition, as an inevitable evil. During 
llw millennial history of the continent it would be 
difficult to find another such prolonged period of 
Peace as the present one-three and a half decades 
without war. 
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The (focadPs variPd. The HJSOs witnessed thr 
cold war; the 1 floOs-a thaw, and the 1970s-de
tente. Perhaps it would be no exaggeration to say 
that the 1970s marked a change for the better in 
tl1e torment-filled history of tho Old World, that 
they ushered in a long-awaited period of stability 
and security, and that they inspired people with 
the hope that peace is not an empty, pacifistic 
dream, that poaco can ho preserved and strength
ened and perhaps permanently established, and that 
Enrope would perhaps become a place where the 
hatchet of war could be buried forever. 

However, this aim can be achieved only through 
the joint efforts of the East and the West, through 
their political cooperation, through the establish
ment of mutual trust and understanding replacing 
fear, suspicion and hostility. Tho historic Confer
ence on Security and Cooperation held in Helsinki 
in 1975 showed that the East and the West had em
barked on such a path, having removed the "com
bustible material" that had accumulated since the 
Second World War. And having cleared the ground 
the Eastern and Western states started to erect the 
building of European security according to a de
tente blueprint approved by the Helsinki Con
ference. 

Thanks to its economic, scientific and technolog
ical potential, Europe has been called the "work
shop of the world". It has also become the world's 
workshop of detente. It is engaged in painstaking 
and labour-consuming effort, or, what amounts to 
the same thing, an intensive struggle whose signif
icance will be fully comprehended by future genera
tions rather than our contemporaries. It is trying 
to mould peaceful and constructive inter-state rela
tions, the type of relations which should he estab
lisher! all over the world. 

Bn_t that is not all. Europe will perhaps become 
the hrst workbench for the gradual dismantling of 
armaments. Even a small reduction of armaments 
(we are referring to the progress achieved in tho 
talks in Vienna) would enable the Europeans to 
l~o~ve a si~h of, relief and feel more secure. People 
h v1,ng outside Europe would feel relieved too. 

Compared to the world situation as a whole tho 
!~'.'oson.t s~~uation in Europe is better. It is not 'in a 

I evcr~sh state. Nor does it inspire alarm as some 
explosive regions of the world do. The European 
states have collectively laid a foundation for post
war settlement and security, which can stand heavy 
loads and even overloads. 

But does this mean that we need not worry about 
the fate of Europe, that peace has been permanent
ly ensured here? 
. The achievements of detente should not conceal 
J rom us the contradictory, or rather the paradoxical, 
charac!er of the European situation. On the one 
liand, i~ the eyes of mankind Europe has pioneered 
the policy of detente and has become its core. On 
llio other hand, the great concentration of troops 
a1?-d armaments on the continent is inconsistent both 
w~tl\ peacetime conditions and with tho current level 
;J~ l«ast-West political relations. Although Europe 
\els do.ne much towards achieving reliable security 
l iere is still much to be done. It is vital to spa~ 
l lte dangerous gap between political aud military 
'.letcnte. The latter is far behind the former. It is 
1111 P0 rlant to keep out of tho Old World tho latest 
11

1
11 cle~r missile systems, the neutron bomb and new 

cl iem,ical weapons. In contributing peace initiatives 
,o ]•,11ropca 1·1 · M j', 'n po I ,JCS OSCOW proceeds precise]y 
1 om these considerations · 

[> '" 
it r.0 :twar exp~rience has shown that states find 

ai more diif1cult lo cany out measures of mil-
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itary detente than measures to promote political 
detente. But Europe has no other way of ensuring 
its security than through disarmament, if a nuclear 
disaster is to be averted effectively, or of casing 
the burden of armaments, which is a feasible task 
already today. 

What could we begin with? We could begin with 
the implementation of the first concrete agreement 
reached at the Vienna talks on the reduction of 
arms and armed forces in Central Europe: with 
reciprocal curtailment of military activities by tho 
member states of both the Warsaw Treaty Organi
sation and NATO; with limiting tho scale of mil
itary exercises; with the conclusion by the particip
ants in the Conference on Security and Cooperation 
in Europe of a treaty pledging not to be the first 
to use either nuclear or conventional weapons 
against one another; and with an agreement on 
new measures to strengthen mutual trust. 

These measures are feasible, given the will to 
implement them. Without military detente, with
out lowering the level of concentration of forces 
by both sides in Central Europe, it will be impos
sible to follow up the achievements of the Helsinki 
Conference. 

As soon as the Final Act of the Conference was 
signed, the Soviet Union started putting forward 
one peace proposal after another. Together they form 
a universal, comprehensive and constructive pro
gramme of military detente. It provides for a whole 
range of important practical measures-from mere 
"freezing" of the present level of troops and arma
ment.<: in Central Europe to their considerable reduc
tion in stages; from reciprocal curtailment of mil
itary activities by the member countries of the 
Warsaw Treaty Organisation and NATO to com-
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plete disbandment of their military organisations; 
from new measures to strengthen mutual trust to 
practical steps ensuring disarmament; from a trea
ty pledging not to be the first to use either nuclear 
or conventional weapons against one another to the 
convocation of a conference on military detente and 
disarmament in Europe; from a reduction of armed 
jorces and conventional armaments to decreasing 
the quantity of nuclear weapons deployed on Eu
ropean soil up to their complete elimination. 

And what was the response of the West to the 
Soviet peace initiatives? Does it recognise the need 
fur military detente on the continent? It does, but 
only in words. Willy Brandt, Chairman of the 
SDPG, believes that the main threat to Europe 
stems from the failure so far to find at least one 
reasonable starting point for supplementing politic
al detente with components of military detente. But 
haven't the USSR and the other member countries 
of the Warsaw Treaty Organisation put forward 
many proposals concerning just such components 
and starting points? The real difficulty lies else
where: the West, NATO above all, is not ready 
politically to adopt and implement measures to 
promote military detente. Ref erring to Europe 
Hans-Dietrich Genscher, Foreign Minister of the 
FRG, said: 

"We must develop models of military security 
which would not only ensure stability here, but 
would also extend the influence of this stability to 
other regions of the world." 

How does this work out in practice? Certain 
quarters are destabilising the situation on the Eu
ropean continent by agreeing to the deployment 
of US Pershing and Tomahawk missiles in their 
countries. They are also destabilising tho situation 
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in regions lying outside NATO's geographical zone 
-in the Indian Ocean, the Persian Gulf and the 
Middle East-where military units of some V\f est 
European NATO member countries are inclUided 
with US units in the "multinational forces" in 
Sinai. Thus, far from developing military security 
models they are developing models of war threat 
and irresponsibility, if not of downright war gam
bling. 

Tho Final Act signed in Helsinki stipulates that 
follow-up meetings such as the one in Madrid 
should be devoted to a purposeful exchange of opin
ion on how best to carry out the provisions of 
that document, further improve inter-state relations, 
promote security and cooperation in Europe, and 
advance the cause of detente in the future. How
ever, this recommendation was ignored at the meet
ing in Belgrade in 1977-1978. It was ignored by 
those who were unwilling seriously to discuss the 
problems of military detente. Instead they plunged 
the forum into a futile propaganda wrangle on 
human rights. 

At the follow-up meeting in Madrid of member 
countries of the Europeau Security Conference 
Washington and some of its supporters repeated 
their Belgrade performance. They introduced into 
the debate two irrelevant items, namely, the "Af
ghan question" and the "Polish question". This was 
not merely a matter of haggling over procedural 
poiJJts or of trying to avoid discussion of a distaste
ful subject. Tho fact is that NATO's practical activ
ities show not the slightest sign of its being ready 
for military detente. Certain quarters are determined 
that Western Europe should have the "benefit" of 
US medium-range missiles. NATO is constantly 
staging noisy military demonstrations. Luxemburg 
has been forced to make its territory available for 
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Ilic construction of two US military bases there. 
Yielding to outside pressure Norway has permitted 
the storing of the Pentagon's military hardware on 
its soil. Greece has again been dragged into NATO's 
military organisation and Spain has been made 
another new member. A "Greek card" is being 
played against Turkey and a "Turkish card" against 
Greece all for the purpose of making both coun
tries f~llow the "rules of the game" as laid dowll 
by the Pentagon and NATO. Attempts are made to 
impose on Cyprus a settlement on NATO's terms. 
NA TO is also trying to lasso in Portugal. 

On its West European partners in NA TO the 
Pentagon is imposing agreements providing for 
"crisis situation". These countries are to become 
staging posts for transporting US rapid deployment 
forces to "hot spots". 

These actions do not fit into the post-Helsinki 
pattern of Europe. The same can be said about the 
obstructionistic tactics the Western powers have 
resorted to at the Vienna talks in response to the 
realistic compromise proposals put forward by the 
socialist states. Many people are beginning to won
d1~r whether the Western powers want to reduce 
their troops and armaments at all or whether they 
arn content to have the talks on reduction drag on 
indefinitely. If the Western powers really wish to 
supplement political detente with military detente, 
as they constantly say they do, they can make a 
start in Europe by working for progress at tho 
Vienna talks and at the Soviet-US talks in Geneva 
011 the limitation of nuclear weapons in Europe, and 
hy agreeing to the convocation of a conference on 
rnilit.n1·y detontc and disarmament in Europe which, 
i 11 011 r opinion, should have be on the main subject 
ol' discussion at the meeting in Madrid last autumn. 

The key issue in European politics at the moment 
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is the setting up of a security system, the implO
mentation of the programme for military dete:rite 
advanced by the member countries of the Warsaw 
Treaty Organisation. The Western powers have not 
submitted a programme of this kind and apparently 
have not got one. Their efforts so far have been 
concentrated on flatly rejecting every peace propo
sal put forth by the socialist states. 

But despite this, the negative attitude of the 
Western powers towards military detente has not 
disheartened the Soviet Union and the other mem
bers of the Warsaw Treaty Organisation. The West 
needs detente as much as the East does. This is an 
objective factor, and it is bound to prevail in the 
end. Being convinced of this, the USSR and its 
allies presented new important proposals in July 
and November 1980 in an effort to break the stale
mate over both the difficult and controversial issue 
of medium-range nuclear missiles and the Vienna 
talks. To show its readiness to ease military con
frontation and lessen the concentration of troops in 
Central Europe, Moscow undertook what some 
Western leaders and politicians have described as an 
unprecedented goodwill move. The USSR decided to 
decrease unilaterally the strength of its troops and 
armaments in Central Europe by 20,000 officers 
and men and 1,000 tanks. Despite a worsening of 
the international situation, this move has been car
ried out. 

Limitation of armaments, much less their reduc
tion and ending, is out of the question without at · 
least minimum confidence. Being aware of this the 
Soviet Union stated at the 26th CPSU Congress . 
that it is prepared to expand confidence-building 
measures in the military field to all the European 
part of the USSR provided, of course, that the 
Western states respond in the same way, i.e. expand 
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the confidence-building zone on their territory. The 
Soviet Union proposed to make still more trusting 
the confidence-building measures already being 
p nu~tised (such as prior notification about exerci
st's of ground forces, the invitation of observers 
l'rom other countries to such exercises), also to make 
prior notifications of naval and airforce exercises 
1t11.d of major movements of troops. In the opinion 
of many politicians, the proposal to broaden the 
zo11P of confidence-building measures improved the 
prnspect of coming to terms at the Madrid meet
i 11g oil convening a conference oil military <letente 
and disa!"mament in Europe. 

Special attention should be given to a question 
that has proved to be a stumbling block to military 
ddente, a question that has given rise to violent 
dispute and discord as perhaps no other question 
lias done. It is about the limitation of nuclear 
weapons in Europe, which is now a subject of spe
cial negotiations. Of course, this is due above all 
lo the very nature of the subject itself, for no con
tinent can afford to be drawn into a nuclear con
flict, Europe least of all. In purely hypothetical 
terms one can perhaps speak of a nuclear conflict 
!wing localised and limited, if it should break out 
somewhere in the "periphery" (one may recall that 
the term "peripheral war" was put into circula
tion some time ago in the West). In Europe, which 
is a zone of military confrontation of two different 
social systems and a nerve centre of world politics, 
a 11 ucloar spark would instantly precipitate a glo
bal conflagration. Mankind may have to pay a pro
hibitive price, both in the direct and figurative 
""11s1\ for delays in talks on the limitation of nu
< I Par stockpiles on the continent. While the ne
gotiations have bogged down, the arms race pro
ceeds apace. It is costing more and more money, 
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and tho danger arising from the stockpiling of these 
lethal weapons is steadily increasing. 

Several years ago NA TO began to consider the 
need to expand its nuclear missile potential alleged
ly because of Soviet superiority in medium-range 
missiles, the SS-20 (NATO's classification). How
ever, nobody was able to prove that the USSR en
joyed such a superiority. On the contrary, it was 
admitted until recently that an East-West strategic 
parity had been established both in Europe and 
in the world as a whole. One can quote dozens, if 
11ot hundreds, o[ statements by NATO's most autho
ritative spokesmen to this effect. 

Former US President Carter said that between 
the United States and the USSR there was great 
stability with respect to strategic weapons and 
balance of non-nuclear forces in the European 
theatre. 

British ex-Foreign Secretary Lord Carrington ad
mitted that nuclear parity between the East and the 
West did exist. 

FRG ex-Chancellor Helmut Schmidt said he had 
no doubt that equilibrium continued to exist. 

If so, then why should the existing parity be 
questioned? The USSR could not possibly have up
set this equilibrium by rearming overnight. What's 
the point of causing panic or creating a problem 
which has become Europe's headache? Who will 
1·eally believe that the NATO experts, who have 
carefully counted every Soviet soldier to the last 
army cook and every Soviet rifle (as is obvious 
from the Vienna talks), have overlooked such a 
"minor thillg" as an "overwhelming missile s11per
iority"? 

There is no Soviet superiority. There is only a 
pretext, though hardly a convincing one, for turn-
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ing 'Vestern Emopp, into thP Pentagon'!'I nuclear 
missilP arsenal and proving gro1md. 

'.\Joscow did not strike a pose; nor did it respond 
to challenge with challenge. Instead, it tried to 
1111 rlersland and assess the apprehensions voiced by 
the other side, although it thought them unfound
Pd. In a speech in Berlin on October 6, 1979, Leo-
11 id Brezhnev offered a compromise. He said: 

"We are prepared to reduce the quantity of me
dinm-range nuclear weapons, as compared to the 
present level, that are deployed in the Wester~ 
regions of the Soviet Union, but only if no addi
tional medium-range nuclear weapons are deployed 
in Western Europe." 

NATO rejected this proposal. On December 12, 
1 m!1, it adopted a decision on the deployment of 
;111 addilional 572 US-made Pershing-2 missiles and 
C'ruise missiles in several NATO countries by 1983. 
Tims, the West destroyed a fair, mutually accept
able and constructive basis for negotiations. A truly 
\iic;LoI"ic opportunity was missed to halt the suicid~l 
arms race, to embark at last on the road of practi
cal disarmament, and to combine political detente 
with military detente. As a result, the question of 
rned ium-range nuclear missiles was shelved. And 
who knows how long it would have remained shelved 
i I" the USSR had not come out with another 
initiative? It declared that it was ready to discuss 
t lip question of medium-range nuclear missiles. 

Did this mean that the USSR was reconciled to 
NATO's decision on increasing armaments? Not at 
all. nescinding this decision or suspending its im
plPmPntation, in other words, a return to the state 
that existed before it was adopted, remains the best 
way ont of the present impasse. But since NATO 
l1a~ natly turned down this proposal Moscow is pre-
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pared to consider another version. Tho main task is 
to span the chasm resulting from NATO's decision. 

What is the best way to do this? On July 5, 1980, 
Moscow advanced a new proposal: to discuss simul
taneously and in organic connection qnestions con
cerning both the medium-range nuclear missiles in 
Europe and the US forward-based nuclear missiles. 
In other words, tho USSR proposed a new basis 
for tho search of an agreement in place of the one 
torpedoed by the NATO decision. The question of 
medium-range nuclear missiles should not be con
sidered apart from the question of the US forward- . 
based systems (comprising both nuclear warheads 
and delivery vehicles) which are a threat to the 
USSR's security. The USSR believes both these 
questions should be examined simultaneously and 
in organic connection with one another. 

Several Western policy experts tried to pass off 
Moscow's gesture of goodwill as a forced concession. 
They said that NA TO had managed to "extract" it 
from the "unyielding" Soviet Union by being 
"firm". This is nothing but wishful thinking. As 
Moscow sees it, firmness is not thickheadedness 
obduracy or dogmatism. The USSR will not permit 
a situation in which its security is threatened. 
Could anyone reproach it for this? But it is prepared 
to be maximally patient and flexible in the 
search for mutually acceptable decisions and com
promises which alone could save the continent from 
being turned into an arena of nuclear contests. 

What did Moscow proceed from when putting 
forward a new initiative? 

From an assumption that somebody has to take 
the first step in getting out of a maze, to set an 
example of judiciousness and good sense. 

From an awareness that the European public is 
uneasy over the lack of progress in achieving mil-
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itary detente and over the growth of stockpiles of 
"combustible materials" on the continent. 

From a belief that the peaceful future and secu
rit.y of Europe come first. 

From a belief that a readiness to break the dead
lock over a pivotal issue of European and hence 
nlso international security may serve as a starting 
point for stabilising the present unbalanced rela
tions between the East and the West. 

NA TO is still congratulating itself for its wisdom 
in taking the "dual decision": simultaneously to 
expand its nuclear missile potential and to engage 
in talks aimed at their reduction. There is little 
doubt that NATO will try hard to implement the 
first part of its two-fold formula. One is less certain 
as regards its readiness to fulfill the second part. 
The roar of bulldozers and scrapers clearing the 
ground for US missile launching pads in Western 
Europe hardly inspires confidence in what has now 
become routine statements on a readiness to solve 
the problem at the negotiation table. 

What is the news from the NATO headquarters 
in Brussels? 

In the autumn of 1980 a Reuter correspondent 
reported on what plans the NA TO leaders were 
P!aborating. He said, while improving plans for 
nnclear war the ministers expressed hope that talks 
on nuclear disarmament would be held. . . So on 
tho same table at NATO there were plans for nu
clear war and an olive branch-emblem of peace 
1.~lks. . . What sinister intentions and what cyni
cism! 

After a visit to NA TO headquarters in Brussels 
~ correspondent of Die Welt (a paper published 
1 n Bonn) got the impression that in the current 
decade NATO and the Warsaw Pact would live on 
the edge of a military precipice. This is precisely 
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what thfl Pentagon and NATO havfl in mind for 
Europe. 

What danger does the appearance of another 
nuclear complex in the Western part of the con
tinent present? We hoar that new US medium
range missiles can reach Moscow in 4-5 minutes, 
that these missiles carry the potential of a first 
strike. This adds to the danger of accidental con
flict, or, as it is called, "war by misunderstanding", 
"war hy accident", while diminishing the possibil
ities, few as they are, of preventing it at the last 
moment. The Soviet Union cannot but draw ap
propriate conclusions from this development. 

However, Soviet initiatives have opened before 
Europe prospects of a different kind-a relaxation 
of the armed confrontation, military detente and 
reliable security. Here success will largely depend 
011 whether the Soviet-US talks on the limitation 
of nuclear missiles potentials in Europe, which were 
started in Geneva in the autumn of 1980 thanks to 
the USSR's efforts, are constructive and fruitful. 
Though Moscow has entered these negotiations 
without illusions, it was not entirely without hope. 
Moscow has a keen sense of responsibility for the 
peaceful future of the long-suffering continent of 
Europe, which certainly deserves something better 
than existence on the edge of a military precipice. 

Surely, those in Brussels who are hatching plans 
for increasing NA TO armaments are not likely to 
be eager to reach agreement on their reduction in 
Vienna and Geneva. 

Talks on mutual reduction of armed forces and 
armaments in Central Europe have been going on 
for nine years in the Austrian capital. Nine years! 
Mnch can be accomplished in nine years, that is, 
if the parties concerned want it. But that is just 
what the Western spokesmen in Hofburg Palace 
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do not want. They have lleen consistently postpon
ing replying to all the initiatives advanced by the 
socialist states. If they put forward a proposal of 
their own, it is for the purpose of gaining a unil
aleral advantage. 

On July 10, 1980, the socialist countries submit
ted a proposal which took into consideration the 
Western powers' position and laid a practicable 
hasis for working out a first agreement. Taking 
into account the actual numerical strength of the 
Soviet and US forces in Central Europe they pro
posed a reduction at the first stage of Soviet and 
US troops by 20,000 and 73,000 officers and men 
respectively (and at the second stage-that of the 
forces of other direct participants). It should be 
noted that tho Soviet lJ nion did not intend to in
clude in the agreement the 20,000 officers a])(l men 
iL has already nnilalernlly withdrawn from the 
GJJH. Thus, the USA is to reduce its forces by 
t:J,000 and the USSR-actually by 40,000 officers 
a11d men. This step is to he taken in conditions of 
au ap1JJ·oxirnate equality of strength. 

A year passed but the Western spokesmen did 
Hot do anything rnoro definite than "compliment
i11g" in a perfunctory way tlw compromise propos
als. But the socialist countries have nu intention 
or playing a game of silence. Nor are they inclined 
to take an indulgent view of their partners' con
stant foot-dragging over a long period. 

On November 13, 1980, the Warsaw Treaty 
countries submitted now proposials which further 
developed their initiative of July 10. Tho Western 
stall's were unwilling to impose individual limita
tions on the nnmorical strength of the forces be
longing to the direct participants in the talks. Very 
WPll, in this case the socialist countries would be 
prepared to accept, within the framework of the 
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first agreement, collective "freezing" of the numer
ical strength of forces belonging to•the•direct par
ticipants in the talks other than the USSR and the 
US, in the period between two reduction stages. 

The proposal on another point of the future 
agreement is also imbued with a spirit of compro
mise. It calls for the conclusion of the agreement 
for a three-year period, which is sufficient for car
rying out a reduction of Soviet and US troops at 
the first stage and for the subsequent transition 
to the second stage when the number of troops of 
the other direct participants in the talks will be 
reduced. 

As on many previous occasions, the Western 
spokesmen said they were "interested" in the pro
posals and promised "to study" them. They even 
said they would respond with their own sugges
tions. But where are the results? 

Addressing the 79th Labour Party Conference in 
Blackpool in the autumn of 1980, James Callaghan 
said he regarded it as a disgrace that the Western 
countries should be setting a bad example in in
tensifying the arms race. Calling it a bad example 
is to put the matter mildly. In actual fact it is 
dangerous, senseless and suicidal. 

They say that a bad example is catching. It is, 
regrettably. It is therefore particularly important 
to set a good example, one that would offset the 
bad example. The lesser of two evils is usually pre
ferable as the better of two possible solutions. The 
best solution was and continues to be the one Mos
cow proposed in October 1979, namely, rescinding 
NA TO' s decision on nuclear-missile completive 
armament in exchange for a reduction of Soviet 
missile strength. Now, three years later, the merits 
of the Soviet proposal and the faults of the NATO 
decision are even more evident. 
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It is not surprismg that people in Western Eu
rope have often referred to that particular Soviet 
initiative because it offers a reasonable way out 
ol a worrisome situation without hurting anybody's 
prestige. Though certain quarters have been eager 
lo "bury" the Soviet initiative, it is still very much 
alive in the social and political consciousness of 
people in Europe, urging them to think afresh 
about the situation and the hasty decisions taken, 
;rnd to seek an honourable compromise and work 
out a sound solution. Herein lies the strength and 
advantage of constructive ideas. 

Since NATO is not prepared to give up its com
pletive armament the Soviet Union has proposed 
l'rom the rostrum of the 26th Party Congress, as 
the first measure, to draw the line under what has 
already been achieved, that is, to stop further 
deployment of new and the replacement of avail
able medium-range nuclear missiles in the Euro-
11ean zone belonging to the USSR and the NATO 
countries. Moscow believes that there is every pos
sibility at present of freezing quantitatively and 
'.funlitatively the existing level of such weapons, 
u1cliiding, of course, forward-based US nuclear fa
("'.lities which are an inalienable component of the 
f\11ropean balance of nuclear forces. The Soviet 
l_l11ion's proposal of a moratorium is not a precondi
Lum for entering talks but has been made to im
prove the conditions for such negotiations. 

NATO declared, however, that the Soviet propo
sal on a moratorium was inacceptable, it was reso
luLely rejected as not open to discussion since it 
w_ould allegedly consolidate the superiority in me
d 111m-range nuclear weapons. But where is this 
:-;11prriority, what dors ii, consist in? It was after 
I Ii!' Cl'SU Congress that US State Secretary Haig 
:-;hared the opinion of many experts who agree that 
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the EasL and the West are at a point of approxi
mate parity and equivalence. This ought to be a 
weighty utterance for the ex-NATO Supreme Com
mander in Europe should know what he is talking 
about. 

Ruling NATO circles refused to appreciate the 
value and novelty of the Soviet proposal on a mo
ratorium, or they would not keep repeating: there 
is uoLhing new here. New is the fact that the So
viet Union is proposing to ref use to raise the quali
tative level of a weapon which is highly dangerous 
as it is, in fact, to stop its further improvement. Is 
this proposal to the disadvantage of the West does 
it put. the West in a position of inequality, does it 
consolidate the Soviet Union's superiority which, 
we must repeat, has not been proved, in medium
range nuclear weapons"? Military engineering is 
11ow . oxporioncing rapid and profound changes. 
(Jualilativoly 11ow typos of weapons are being 
developed, above all, weapons of mass destruction, 
such types as can make their control and, con
soq uonLly, their coordinated limitation very difficult 
a11d at times impossible. It stands to reason that 
the Soviet Union will not remain indifferent while 
launching sites arn being built near its borders 
a!ld t11(~so_ of iLs allies for Lho lalost PeuLagon nn
clear-rrussile systems. This should be remembered 
~y those w_ho do not or refuse to see anything new 
m _tho Sov10t ~roposal on a quantitative and quali
tative moratormm on new medium-range nuclear 
weapons. 

This moratorium could enter into force as soon 
as negotiations on this question begin and remain 
effective until a permanent treaty has been con
rl11ded on limiting, or euen !Jetter, redncing .c;nch 
n11clear weapons in H11rope. Moreover, the Soviet 
Union is looking forward to very considerable re-
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rl11ctinns of snch systems which could he agreed 
11 pon in the course of talks on the basis of the 
;1rinciple of equality and equal security. 

Thero is no more important cause in Europe today 
Lha11 to put an end to tho growth of nuclear poten-
1 ials on its soil. We must work for this cause. We 
must 0ncourage tho Soviet-US talks in Genova on 
limiting nuclear armaments at which progress has 
l1PPn far too slow. The Soviet Union has been giving 
:-;11ch encouragement by the most effective means
! his is how the Soviet Union's new decisions and 
1ww proposals on nuclear disarmament in Europe, 
which were announced by Leonid Brezhnev on 
May 18, 1982, addressing a Congress of the Soviet 
Young Communist League have been assessed on 
I hat continent and elsewhere. 

The Soviet Union has unilaterally stopped the 
fnrther deployment of medium-range missiles in 
the European part of its territory. It has also an
nor1nced its decision to reduce its arsenal of such 
missiles. Our country keeps its promises. We are 
11/ready effecting a large reduction of our medium
rnnge missiles, the Soviet leader has said. These 
11 re peaceable actions, moreover, undertaken uni
lr1f erally, and not just ideas or projects. 

. l Tnfortunately, the West is not following the So
'Wl example. Instead, it is sparing no effort to dis
CJ'Pdit the Soviet measures in the eyes of European 
;ind world opinion. Western propagandists argue 
I !~at the Soviet Union's stopping the deployment 
<ii missiles in the European part of its territory is 
11

.
0 more than a cunning manoeuvre, that the mis

~r1, .. , will be taken to a place beyond the Urals from 
111 • ll!re all the same they can roach West European 
'.:" 

11 n Lri es. They have concocted stories about an 
1'1

1

1 nlimited nuclear arms race beyond the Urals". 
IP:;;p political tricksters will now have to hold 
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their tongues. The Soviet Union ha.~ made it abso
lntely clear that no medium-range missiles will 
be additionally deployed in places from where 
they can reach targets in Western Europe. 

It was al.so claimed that the USSR, having an
nounced a freeze on the deployment of its missiles 
is co~tinuing t~ prepare for their deployment and 
to hmld launchmg pads for them. This claim was 
countered by the official explanation that the uni
lateral freezing also covers all preparations for the 
deployi:nent of missiles, including the building of 
launchmg pads. 

Answering questions put to him by a TASS cor
respondent in August 1982 USSR Defence Minister 
Dmitri Ustinov described with exhaustive clarity 
the. Soviet positi~n at the Geneva talks. The Soviet 
Umo? has submitted proposals which envisage the 
creation of an extensive European zone of nuclear 
arms. reduction and limitation extending from the 
Arctic Ocean to Africa, from the mid-Atlantic to 
the Urals. In this zone it is contemplated to reduce 
the existing medium-range nuclear weapons (of a 
range of 1,000 kilometres or more, but not intercon
tinental missiles) in such a way that within five 
years after agreement there should remain no more 
than 300 weapons of this class on the side of the 
USSR and of NATO. 

:1l~ types of medium-range nuclear weapons-both 
rri:issiles and aircraft-would be subject to reduc
tion. It would be forbidden to deploy in the zone· 
nucle~r wea~on.s of r:ew types including, of course,. 
Am~ncar: r;iissiles like the Pershing-2, as well as 
cruise missiles. 
. The Soviet proposals d? not envisage any obliga

tions whatsoever for third countries. But in the 
su.mi:riary level ?f 300 medium-range weapons the 
missiles and aircraft of Britain and France are 
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taken into account along with those of the United 
States. The Soviet Union cannot ignore the fact 
that these weapons are an inseparable component 
of the medium-range nuclear arms of the member
countries of NATO. They are directed against the 
USSR and its allies. 

The Soviet proposals envisage the implementa
tion in Europe of accompanying measures also to 
limit nuclear weapons of a range of less than 1,000 
kilometres. Such limitations of numerous weapons 
would undoubtedly be in the interests of all the 
states of Europe. The USSR has also proposed that 
beyond the confines of the European zone of their 
reduction and limitation medium-range nuclear 
weapons should be deployed in such a way that 
they cannot reach targets of the other side in this 
zone. 

Thus the Soviet stand is a realistic and construc
tive one; it is imbued with goodwill and readiness 
to come to an understanding; it is backed by practi
cal steps, including unilateral measures. 

There are other weighty positive factors which 
offer hope of a relaxation of the nuclear confronta
tion in Europe. These are primarily the specific 
peaceful actions and constructive initiatives of the 
USSR, which speaks for the socialist community as 
a whole. The Soviet moves are becoming an in
creasingly tangible material force and gaining 
growing support from all advocates of a peaceful 
and nuclear-free Emope. On both sides of the 
Atlantic there has been growing awareness of the 
logic and fairness of the Soviet stand with regard 
to the alignment of forces in Europe and the ways 
of preserving the military parity and of reducing 
the military strength of both sides as far as possi
hlP. Many prominent leaders in the NATO coun
tries, including Danish Premier forgensen and Greek 
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Premier Papandreou, have spoken in support of 
the Soviet initiatives, in particular, of the proposal 
for a moratorium. The Soviet proposal for a mora
torium "must be one of the elements leading to 
negotiations", said t!ie Danish Premier. 

At the same time there has been growing aware
ness in Western Europe of the full magnitude of 
the threat posed by the nuclear plans of the Trans
atlantic strategists. Many in Western Europe today 
believe that the main threat to peace comes fro~ 
the United States itself and not from the Soviet 
Union. In this connection Washington's "zero 
option" has been increasingly criticised. This 
pseudo-radical and pseudo-peaceful project is seen 
by th~ public as an obstacle to reaching agree
ment m Geneva. Describing these new moods, the 
Wost German newspaper Frankfurter Rundschau 
wrote: "From the propaganda point of view Ro
nald Reagan's proposal is highly successful and 
even alluring. The only thing is that nobody can 
seriously imagine tho Soviet side accepting it. To 
the USSR Reagan's proposal seems hypocritical 
if only because it demands that the USSR dis
mantle it~ most efficient weapons while allowing 
tho J\moncans, the French and the British to keep 
all of their atomic bombs ... " The New York Times 
warned the White House that unless the United 
States changed its stand it would be sure to feel 
the dissatisfaction of Europeans once again. 

This dissatisfaction has compelled the White 
House to manoeuvre. Without abandoning its 
"cold war-mongering", it is increasingly resorting 
to the vocabulary of peace. But rhetoric will not 
help Washington evade growing criticism from all 
sides. The mass anti-nuclear movement, which has 
not yet had its final say, demands action not 
phrase-mongering. It demands that Washi~gton 
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~hould hoed the will of the peoples, respond to the 
USSH's readiness to conclude a mutually accept
" blc agreement on the issue vital to the fate of 
1•:11rope and the whole world. 

We must nol let Europe be turned into a "Euro
~hima". We must not let it he turned into a chess
board for the Transatlantic strategists to play their 
g-amhit of a "limited" nuclear war. 



The Far East: the Way to Trust 

We do not call Europe a hot spot yet. But it 
gradually may become one if ways are not found 
to stop its further nuclear-missile build-up. It is 
pI'obably early to call the Far East a hot spot. But 
in politics one should be able to see both tomor
row and the day after tomorrow, to identify danger
ous tl'ends in time and to lose no time taking 
preventive measures. 

Ours is an interdependent world, where distances 
between the most remote regions have been made . 
much shorter by the development of technology, in-· 
eluding military technology. Although we are ac
customed to speaking of European or Asian securi
ty, we must never forget that these are intercon
nected parts of the whole, which is general, world 
security. Once infringed in one place, a fire leaps 
to another, as if carried by a fuse. 

Proceeding from the principle of the indivisibili
ty of world peace the Soviet Union at the 26th 
CPSU Congress proposed conducting specific nego
tiations on confidence-building measures in the Far 
East with all interested countries. Such confidence
building measures in the military field have proved 
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tlrnir worth in Europe and now the t~sk is to make 
thorn more substantial and extensive. ~hy n?t 
apply the positive experience .already gamed m 
other parts of the planet wh.ere it s~ems. necessary 
and where conditions are npo ( wluch is not yet 
true, for example, of the Middle East, where aggres
sion and hostilities have first to be st~pped)? The 
Far East, where the Soviet Union ne1ghbou7s on 
China, Japan and the US, is such an area smta~le 
for working out and implementing confidence-bmld-
ing measures. . h' 

Bloody wars and conflicts, Pearl Harbor, Huos ~-
ma and Nagasaki remind us of the p~st of tlus 
area. Nor is its present altogether bn~h~. Dark 
clouds are gathering, strong winds are rismg and 
creating turbulences, the forerunners of typhoo~s 
which bring so much suf£ering because of their 
suddenness and treachery. And we must not clo~e 
our eyes to the possibility of a nuclear typhoon m 
the Far East. 

The US is turning Japan into a stronghold of 
thermonuclear strategy in the Far East. "Compo
nents" of nuclear weapons are to be found at some 
of the nearly 140 US military bases on Japanese 
territory. Such weapons are sited in South Kore.a. 

What about Japan itself? Although Tokyo still 
refers to its "three nuclear-free principles"-not to 
produce, not to acquire and not to . deploy nuclear 
weapons-experts still think it possible that Japan 
will have them by the end of the century. After 
all, the Japanese Cabinet of Minist~rs has state? 
that the possession of nuclear arms is not at vari-
ance with Japan's Constitution. . . 

Jn June 1982 Japanese Premier Suzuki spoke m 
l'avo11r of the use of nuclear weapons as a ":leter
I'Pnt" and did not deny the possibility of their fu-
1111·0 use for "preventive purposes". Things are 
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reaching a point when the US-Japanese "non-ag
gression pact" threatens to become a~ instrument 
of the Pentagon's nuclear strategy, with Japan as 
the potential theatre of a "limited" nuclear war in 
the Far EasL. 

The US military presence, Japan's rearmament, 
the militarisation of Sonth Korea and Washington's 
attempts to clraw China into its strategic plans a~e 
all factors constituting a rnal military danger m 
the Far East. The situation is macle even worse 
by the insistent attempts to push this area onto 
the path of military blocs and groupings. In tho 
Pentagon they dream of something like a military 
axis consisting of the US, Japan, South Korea and 
China. Ways are being sought to attach Japan to 
NATO. To begin with, the intention is to make 
Tokyo take part in Persian Gulf operations. Plans 
are being hatched for setting up a "Pacific commu
nity" (Japan, the US, Canada, Australia, New 
Zealand, and the A SEAN grouping- Indonesia, the 
Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore) as 
a form of economic and political cooperation to be 
followed by military collaboration. In supporting 
the idea of a "Pacific community" Washington 
plans to make the US bilateral alliances with Tokyo 
and Seoul links in the common chain of NATO, 
ANZUS (the military and political alliance of 
Australia, New Zealand and the United States) and 
ANZUK (tho military grouping of Australia, New 
Zealand, Malaysia, Singarore and Great Britain) 
and at the same time to make the ASEAN states 
collaborators in these strategic designs. 

In other words, a potential of imperialist aggres
sion is being accumulated in tho Far East. This 
causes concern to many peaceful states. We may 
refer to the opinion of Prime Minister of India 
Indira Gandhi who has stated that the build-up of 
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. rms in Asia by the USA and Japan would only 
i~ttonsify confrontation and tens~on. leading t? ~ar. 

This can be avoided by begmmng negotiat10ns 
ort confidence-building measures in the Far East. 
1\ I I.hough this Soviet proposal is of a nov~l nature, 
it follows from the traditional Soviet policy. Back 
in the 1930s the Soviet Union, being simultaneoi:s-
1 y a European, Asian and Pacific power and striv
ing to save the world from war, proposed the c~n
dllsion of a regional Pacific pact of non-~ggresswn 
lo be signed by the USSR, the US, China, Japan 
and other countries. 

After the Second World War the USSR remained 
t rne to the policy of the collective defence of peace 
on a regional and global basis. In the 1960s the 
USSR proposed collective measures to strengthen 
-'l.~ian security. As regards Japan, the USSR has 
ht>u11 and remains an advocate of providing a firm 
trnaty basis for Soviet-Japanes~ relations. The 
lilame for this lies at the cloor ol those who have 
postponed the conclusion of a peace treaty and are 
tl1•manding as a preliminary condition the settle-
1111mt of a "territorial issue" which in fact does not 
<'Xist. To pave the way for a final settlement of 
past problems, the Soviet Union has propose~ to 
Tuki10 the conclusion of a treaty on good-neigh
fiu11;·ly relations and cooperation. The proposal 
~till stands. 

Speaking in Tashkent just over a year after the 
~Gth Congress of the Communist Party of the So
\'ict Union Leonid Brezhnev paid special attention 
lo the situ~tion in Asia as a whole as well as in 
I lw Far East. He called for the holding of talks on 
specific measures for buildin{{ confidence in ~he 
Pnr Rast. Ticfcrring to Soviet-C:hincsc and Sov1et
.T npancse relations, the Soviet leader em~hasis.ml 
the USSR's desire to conduct a constructive rlia-
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logue aimed at achieving mutual understanding, 
and to promote mutually advantageous coopera
tion which would enhance confidence. 

A few months later, in September 1982, Leonid 
Brezhnev spoke of the unswerving desire of the 
Soviet Union for detente, a removal of the threat 
of war and expansion in worldwide cooperation; 
he proposed that the leading bodies of NATO and 
the Warsaw Treaty countries make a formal com
mitment not to extend their sphere of influence to 
Asia, Africa and Latin America. 

The USSR's peacemaking initiative can serve 
well the cause of peace and security in the Far 
East. It would be in the interests of the peoples liv
ing there, as well as in Europe and other conti
nents, because world peace is indivisible. 

Asia: a Zone of Peace or Confrontation! 

Asia constitutes one-third of the world's land 
surface and is inhabited by more than half the 
world's population. For more than thirty years 
after the end of the Second World War this con
linent has not known peace. It is constantly being 
harassed by large and small wars and armed con
flicts. 

Tension is a permanent feature of every region 
in Asia-the Near and Middle East, the Far East, 
South-West and South-East Asia, and the Indian 
( lccan area. In each region forces of confrontation 
a rn active, inspired more often than not from out
·'-' i (lc. New hotbeds of conflict are being added to 
1110 old ones. 

If a world public opinion poll were to take place 
on the question of which region is the greatest 
source of anxiety at the moment, the answer would 
111Hloubtedly be: the Middle East, the Persian Gulf 
<ind the Indian Ocean. The sparks being struck 
I here may spread far and wide. 

The most probable region where such a conflict 
111ay flare up is the Middle East-the Persian Gulf 
. -the Indian Ocean. This is precisely what US 
<;eneral Bernard Rogers, NATO's Supreme Allied 
Commander in Europe, said when he talked with 
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newsmen about the probability of the outbreak of 
a new world war. And he should know what he is 
talking about. Virtually overnight, before the eyes 
of the whole world, his bosses in Washington have 
managed to turn the Persian Gulf and Indian 
Ocean area into one of the most explosive regions 
in the world. The region of dangerous tension was 
created in Asia, a continent which has seen probably 
more military conflicts in the postwar period than 
any other continent. They included the US inter
vention in Korea and the US aggression against 
Indochina; four wars in the Middle East and the 
fifth one-the Israeli aggression against Lebanon; 
two wars on the Hindustan subcontinent; China's 
armed conflicts with India and Vietnam; and the 
conflict between Iran and Iraq. The danger that 
the chain reaction of conflicts may continue be
came real especially after Israel's predatory at
tack agaiust Lebanon. 

It is precisely in regions of dangerous tension 
in areas where international security is threatened 
that the lovers of stabilisation and peaceful politic
al settlement should be applied. The Soviet head· 
of state, Leonid Brezhnev, did this on December 10, 
Hl80, during his visit to India. Addressing the 
Indian Parliament on that day he advanced a 
number of proposals which the press of various 
countries and continents has referred to as a Peace 
Plan for the Persian Gulf. The Plan consists of five 
points: 

Not to set up foreign military ba.ses in the Per
sian Gulf area and on the adjacent islands; not to 
deploy nuclear or any other weapons of mass de
struction there; 

Not to 11.'!e or threaten to n.'!e force again.'!t the 
countries of the Persian Gnlf area, and not to in-" 
terf ere in their internal affairs; 
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To respect the status of non-alignment chosen by 
the states of the Persian Gulf area; not to draw 
them into military groupings with the participa
tion of nuclear powers; 

To respect the sovereign right of the states of 
that area to their natural resources; 

Not to raise any obstacles or pose threats to nor
mal trade exchanges and to the use of sea lanes 
linking the state.'! of that area with other countries 
of the world. 

This proposal for ensuring peace and security is 
addressed to the countries of the area, i.e., to over 
40 littoral, continental and island states of the 
Indian Ocean basin, which have about one-third of 
the world's population. It is addressed to the US 
and other Western powers, to Japan, China and 
all other states interested in an agreement that 
would ensure peace and security in the Persian 
Gulf area. 

The Soviet Union has proposed a comprehensive 
peaceful settlement covering all its main aspects
political, international law, military and economic. 
This approach safeguards both the legitimate in
terests of all parties concerned and the common 
interests in ensuring peace, international stability 
and the well-being of nations, which in this case 
largely depends on normal trade and unobstructed 
functioning of sea lanes. This could pave the way 
for resolving the present crisis and for reaching a 
dnrable settlement acceptable to all parties. 

One can easily see that the USSR proceeds from 
the principle of collective responsibility of states 
r or the fate of international security, for the fate 
of peace in one of the world's most dangerous 
spots. It would hardly be advisable to entrust the 
settlement of the crisis to a power that is not in-
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clined to consider the interests of other states, that 
ignores everything but its own "vital interests". 

The Soviet proposal, if implemented, would help 
extend detente to an area which probably needs 
it more than any other area. And if those in the 
West are sincere in calling for making detente 
universal, for extending it to all aspects of world 
politics, then Moscow's proposal adequately meets 
their wishes. 

All thos.e who want to see a relaxation of the 
tense situation in that explosive area have ex
pressed a high opinion of the Soviet five-point plan. 
Its merits are appreciated by all who do not wish 
to see confrontation in the area, who have no in
tention of seizing foreign lands in order to set up 
military bases there, and who do not covet the 
mineral wealth of other countries, in particular 
their vast reserves of oil (70 per cent of the 
world's proved reserves outside those of the social
ist states), uranium, gold, diamonds and tin. 

However, amidst widespread support for the So
viet plan there are also dissenting voices. Some 
people are anxious lest the Soviet plan should pre
vent the carrying out of another plan. Judging by 
statements of US leaders and the US press they 
call for control over the Persian Gulf, seizure of the 
oil fields there by force and conduct of military 
operations in that part of the world. On the Rea
gan Administration's list of "military priorities" 
safeguarding the "vital interests" (political and 
strategic) of the United States comes immediately 
after the defense of North America and the NATO 
countries. This is attested by the military observer 
of The Washington Post. 

It is interesting to note that the authors of these 
plans have started to accuse Moscow of "ulterior 
motives". They forget that the USSR has no mili-
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lary bases in that region and has no intention of 
setting up such bases there. They totally ignore the 
fact that the Soviet Union has no oil interests in 
tlw region; that it has never sought, nor does it 
sPok now, "to establish control" over this part of 
tho world or its sea routes, or to turn it into a 
sphere of "vital interests" as Washington intends 
to do. Moscow's only "motive" is to establish peace, 
security and cooperation in a region that lies in im
mediate proximity to its frontiers (which is not 
the case as regards the US). This motive would 
seem natural and understandable. It should be men
tioned that the only ice-free waterway connecting 
tho European and Far Eastern ports of the Soviet 
Union passes through the Indian Ocean. And the 
USSR, like all other nations, has the right to navi
gation on the high seas. 

The creation of a large zone of peace and good
neighbourly cooperation to the South of the Soviet 
frontiers would be in the interest of the USSR's 
security, which does not in the least conflict with 
the proposal of the littoral states of the Indian 
Ocean to turn the area into a peace zone. It may 
ho noted that this proposal has been endorsed in 
a number of UN decisions. 

T ncidentally, certain Western quarters are now 
sayinir. that in putting forward its programme for 
the normalisation of the situation in South-West 
Asia tho Soviet Union is seeking to re-establish its 
inflnence in the Middle East, to return there after 
many years of absence. 

The Soviet Union never "came" to the Middle 
East, nor did it ever "leave" that area. And so it 
does not need to return there. The Soviet Union is 
a great world power. This makes it a constant mag
nitude in world politics, and in the Middle East 
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as well. Any realistic-minded statesman has to 
reckon with this. 

The Middle East and the adjacent areas have not 
forgotten the role the USSR played in putting an 
end to the conflicts and bloodshed there in 1956, 
1967 and 1973. This is a fact that cannot be delet
ed from history or from contemporary politics. The . 
USSR is on the side of the victims of the Israeli 
aggression. It maintains that captured territories 
should be returned to their rightful owners, that 
all peoples should have a homeland. The frontiers 
should he made secure; they should be proclaimed 
inviolable and immutable. All peoples should enjoy 
reliable security and be safeguarded against en
croachments from outside. Within the framework • 
of a comprehensive and jnst settlement Israel will 
not have to worry about its destiny or security. 
Having returned what it had seized from others, it 
will gain peace. 

The Soviet Union's Middle East policy is aimed 
at removing the causes of tensions in the region, 
now and in the future, and at achieving a sound 
settlement. Such a policy is bound to win support 
and influence world public opinion. A number of 
Arab countries already support it, and what is 
more, it has found support outside the Middle 
East area. The Soviet position is a permanently 
operating factor in the Middle East, a factor con
tributing to the conclusion of a really comprehen
sive, not a separate peace treaty, to a just and not 
a discriminatory settlement of the crisis, to the 
establishment of a genuine and not a predatory or 
annexational peace treaty that would legalise the 
frnits of aggression. 

Immediately after Israel's invasion of Lebanon on 
June 6, 1982, the Soviet Union resolutely condemn
ed the aggression and branded its initiators and 
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sponsoi:s, demanded that the invader's troops be 
withdrawn to Israel and insisted on urgent meas
ures to stop the aggression as required by the spe
cial resolutions of the UN Security Council. In one 
of his personal messages to the US President Leonid 
Brezhnev stressed that Lebanon's tragedy would lie 
heavily on the conscience of those who could stop 
the aggression but did not do so. 

Hegrettably, this warning went unheeded. Th.e 
lsraeli military were allowed to capture West Bei
rut after the withdrawal of the PLO fighters and 
carry out a terrible massacre which shocked t~e 
whole world. The Soviet Union condemned tlus 
act of genocide and proposed that the Security 
Council make full use of its power under the UN 
Charter to curb the aggressor, including the dis
patch of a UN force and the application of sanc
tions. Moreover, the Soviet Union raised the ques
tion of the continuance of Israel as a member of 
the United Nations in view of its repeated viola
! ions of the UN Charter. 

Had it not heeu for these carefully considered 
aud resolute moves by the USSR for the ending 
o[ the criminal Israeli act of aggression and for a 
political settlement of the crisis, the situation in 
Llie Middle East would undoubtedly have been even 
more critical and dangerous. The USSR's firm 
stand was conducive to the ever clearer realisation 
i 11 the world that there is not, nor can there be, 
"ny reliable and just settleme11 t in the Middle 
East if the aggressor is given overt and covert 
lwlp, if separate deals are concluded and machina
l ions resorted to. 

After Israel's aggression against Lebanon it is 
especially clear how wise and far-reaching was the 
Soviet Union's proposal to go back to collective 
r111ests fur a comprehensive settlement of the con-
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flict on a just and reliable basis. This could be 
done, as was stressed at the 26th CPSU Congress, 
within the framework of a special international 
conference on the Middle East. This idea was 
given worldwide support. 

The Soviet proposal could not have been more 
timely. Had it been accepted at once, it would most 
probably have been possible to defuse the Middle 
East bomb, which threatens to blow up world peace 
at any moment. 

No peaceful settlement had been achieved de
spite the promises of the makers of the Camp David 
deal. Instead there was further aggravation of the 
situation in the region. The separatist collusion 
between Israel and Egypt under the US aegis could 
not be considered the best model of a peaceful 
settlement. It proved impossible to force it on other 
peoples, to make it into a broader capitulatory 
agreement. Instead it became a blind alley and a 
Mid~le East settlement was retarded. Th~ Camp 
David agreement and Washington's strategic col
laboration with Tel Aviv ended up in Israel's 
bl.oody act of gangsterism in Lebanon, in genocide 
ol tho Lebanese and Palestinian peoples. 

WhaL is the way out ol' this acute situation? The 
most sensi.ble thing would be to scrap the rusty 
Camp David model and put into action the mecha
nism of a collective settlement, of an international 
conference. 

It is believed in Moscow that a just and stable 
peace in the Middle East can and must be based 
on the .following six principles. These principles, 
as Leomd Brezhnev expounded them in September 
1982, correspond to both the general norms of in
ternational law and the concrete decisions of the 
Security Council and the General Assembly relat
ing to this problem. 
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First, there must be enforcement of the prin
ciple whereby no country is allowed to seize foreign 
Lerritory by aggression, and this entitles the Arabs 
Lo the return of all the Israel-occupied lands. The 
borders between Israel and its Arab neighbours 
must be declared inviolable. 

Second, the inalienable right of the Palestinian 
:\rahs to self-determination, to their own indepen
dent state on Palestinian territory freed from Is
raeli occupation must be ensured. The Palestinian 
refugees must be enabled to return to their home 
or be paid full compensation for the property be
longing to them there. 

Third, the eastern section of Jerusalem with one 
of the principal Moslem shrines must be restored 
to the Arabs and become an inalienable part of 
Lite Palestinian State. Freedom of access to the 
holy places by worshippers of the three religions 
must be ensured throughout Jerusalem. 

Fourth, all the countries of the region must have 
the undisputed right to secure an independent 
existence and development on the basis of reci
procity, for security cannot be assured for some 
slates, and not for others. 

Fifth, the state of war must be discontinued and 
peace between the Arab states and Israel must be 
restored, with all the parties in the conflict com
mitting themselves to respect the sovereignty, in
dependence and territorial integrity of the others, 
and to resolve their disputes by peaceful means, 
by negotiation. 

Sixth, efforts must be made to work out and 
adopt international guarantees for this peaceful 
settlement. In the opinion of the Soviet Union the 
gnarantor states should be the permanent mem
bers of the Security Council or the Security Coun
<'il as a whole. 
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This is the way to achieve se'ttlement as envis
aged in the Soviet proposal to convene an inter
national conference on the Middle East, with the 
mandatory participation of the PLO, the only legi
timate representative of the Arab people of Pa
lestine. The opinion has been raised however 

' ' that the conditions are not yet ripe for such a forum, 
that the moment has not yet come, that such a con
ference can even "bring more harm than good". 

Is that really so? What greater harm can be done 
to a Middle East settlement than that caused by 
the Camp David deal? This is increasingly recog
nised in Western Europe or else the EEC countries 
would not have come out with their Middle East 
initiative. True, the West European leaders declare 
they do not wish "to interfere with the Camp 
David process" so as not to irritate Washington, 
but the process has not brought, nor could it bring, 
any good. It only brought Israel's aggression 
against Lebanon. The facts are there for everyone 
to see. The natural way out is to step over Camp 
David and take the road of a genuinely collective 
international settlement. 

But Washington is cunently taking another path 
which it wants its allies to follow. This path leads 
to a permanent US presence in the Middle East. 
To begin with, a US military contingent was sent 
to the Sinai Peninsula, to form the core of "interna
tional armed forces", including military units of 
NATO allies. 

So Washington is inviting its North Atlantic 
partners to a minefield which is very likely to ex
plode. 

1t will not do to use the US yardstick of "milita
ry presence" to appraise the influence of Soviet 
policy. It is possible to exercise effective influence 
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wit11out sending armadas to l:orel.gn shores, with· 
out taking recourse to "gunboat diplomacy". Mos
cow maintains that the Persian Gulf area, like any 
other part of the world, is a sphere of vital interests 
Lo the states situated in the area, and not to any 
other states. 

Some US leaders feign surprise and wonder why 
should Moscow, an outsider, offer a plan for the 
I 'ersian Gulf. "What has Moscow got to do with 
it?" they ask. Confronted with such questions, one 
might think that it is the US, and not the USSR, 
that borders on Iran. But it is Washington's posi
tion, and not Moscow's, that should evoke surprise. 
l t is Washington that is trying to shut its eyes 
lo an absurdity which is obvious to all. The Soviet 
ll nion, which is situated only 500 kilometres from 
the Persian Gulf, is presented as an "outsider" 
w l1ile the US, which is separated from the Gulf 
by a distance twenty times greater, is noL! 

But reckless gamblers who are prepared to place 
I he international community on the brink of dis
aster in order to gratify their insatiable desire for 
oil and strategic advantages will hardly be guided 
by reason and logic. Although US hostages already 
rnturned from Iran long ago, US warships are ply
ing the waters of the Persia11 Gulf and the Indian 
Ocean. US military experts say that the Pentagon's 
armada in the North-Western part of the Indian 
Ucean is superior to all the military forces of all 
the countries o[ that region taken together. Wasli
i 11gton has set up or is setting up military bases 
along the entire coast of the region-in Oman, 
;-;omalia, Kenya, and in Diego Garcia, not to men-
1 ion the Sinai Peninsula. A special 200,000-strong 
"rapid deployment force" has been alerted and is 
rPady for action. Its purpose is to seize the main 
oil-hearing regions in South-vVesL J\sia and to hold 
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them till the arrival of regular military formations. 
White House Memorandum 51 makes it clear that, 
if the conventional forces fail to accomplish their 
mission, provision has been made for the use of 
nuclear weapons. 

Thus, a third strategic zone, a zone with a per
manent US military presence (in addition to West
ern Europe and the Far East), is being formed in 
the region. Warships assigned to this zone carry 
missiles with nuclear warheads capable of reaching 
Soviet territory. This may be a zone of possible 
confrontation, nuclear confrontation perhaps. 

So who is pursuing selfish aims, who is stirring 
up trouble in the Indian Ocean and the Persian 
Gulf? The answer is clear enough. There is nothing 
very surprising in this. In the past the Indian 
Ocean area was coveted by colonial powers. In 
their attempt to gain supremacy in the area they 
repeatedly clashed with one another. It is still an 
object of expansionist ambitions. Though the colo
nial system collapsed in the middle of the 20th 
century and a whole number of independent states 
have emerged in the area, the neo-colonialists have 
been trying hard to preserve their old privileges, 
strategic and economic positions and access to sour
ces of raw materials in short supply. The old aims 
have not been abandoned, and "gunboat diplomacy" 
is still being practised, though in an updated ver
sion, that is, with the help of atom-powered air
craft carriers and cruisers equipped with nuclear 
missiles. 

Is it not clear why in 1978 the White House 
broke off talks with the Soviet Union on the limita
tion and subsequent curtailment of military activity 
in tlw Indian Ocean? That came at the moment 
when the talks entered the practical phase and a 
draft agreement was being drawn up. Washington 
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did not want to have its hands tied once it had 
decided to carry out massive militarisation of the 
Indian Ocean. 

Is it not clear why Washington has rejected the 
latest Soviet peace plan for the Persian . Gu_lf? 
The plan is seen as an obstacle to the realisation 
of the USA's expansionist intentions, to the world 
gendarme's most favoured divide-and-rule policy. 

An entirely different approach to the problems 
of this region in South-West Asia has been de
monstrated by the Soviet Union. The United Na
t ions has sponsored an international conference on 
the Indian Ocean due to be held early in 1983. To 
ensure its success the Soviet Union has called 
upon all countries whose ships used the wa~ers of 
l his ocean to refrain, pending the convocat10n of 
the conference, from any steps that might ~urther 
complicate the situation in this region. This pro
posal made by Leonid Brezhnev also in September 
1982, puts forward the following actions as those 
that should be refrained from: 

the dispatchment of large naual contingents to 
the area; 

the holdin{? of naual exercises; 
the expansion and modernisation of military 

bases by the littoral states which haue such bases 
in the Indian ocean. 

The Soviet Union has in addition voiced its 
readiness to resume at any time the bilateral 
talks which the American side has broken off, 011 

limitlng and scaling down military activities iu 
this part of the world, as we said earlie~ on. 

Washington is trying to turn the Mediterranean 
into one of the "zones of vital interests to the USA", 
into a11 "American lake". ln the present plans ol' 
the Peutagou the I\lediterraiwan is regarded as 
NATO's "extended hand" into the East, as a link 
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between NATO and the other military bloc-USA
Israel-Egypt, as a joining of the Southern flank of 
NATO with the centre of US militaristic activity 
that has been created in the lndian Ocean. The 
NATO member countries situated in the Mediter
ranean are being asked to offer their air space and 
airport facilities for possible transport of US in
rnsion forces to the Near and Middle East. 

In these conditions it becomes necessary to under
take effective counter-measures. The Soviet Union's 
position is that the Mediterranean must and can be 
~urned from a zone of military and political con
frontation into a zone of durable peace and coop
eration. From Moscow's point of view, achievement 
o.f this objective may be facilitated by an interna
t10nal agreement on the following matters: 

- extension. to the Mediterranean of military 
confidence-building measures that have already 
been prove~ effective in international practice; 

- n~gotiated reduction of troops in this region; 
- withdr~wal from the Mediterranean Sea of 

vessels carrying nuclear weapons; 
- agreement not to station nuclear weapons on 

the territory of non-nuclear Mediterranean coun
tries; 

- commitment by nuclear powers not to use 
nuclear weapons against any of the Mediterranean 
countries that do not permit the deployment of 
such weapons on their territory. 

ln proposing these measures the Soviet Union at 
the same time expresses its readiness to consider 
together ~ith all interested states, any other pro~ 
posal and idea that hold promise of reducing tension 
in the Mediterranean. 

After the Second World War no less than 200 
military conflicts have broken out in developing 
counlries. Is the 'Vesl aware of this'? Do people in 
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the W0sl remember this? It seems that they do. 
Are they drawing the necessary conclusions from 
this? It seems that they are. But this has not 
changed the attitude of some Western powers 
which regard the Third World countries as sources 
of much needed strategic raw materials and as 
convenient areas for setting up military bases and 
strongpoints. Militarisation of the Third World, in
volvement of its regions in intrigues of global con
frontation, interference in its internal affairs, and 
splitting of the Third World inlo rivalling group
ings or pairs in keeping with the traditional divide
and-rule policy pose a constant threat of regional, 
and probably not only regional, cataclysms. 

It is sometimes said in the West in connection 
with the Soviet Union's proposals on the Persian 
Gnlf that they should be considered together with 
the stay of the Soviet military contingent in Afgha
nistan. The Soviet Union has carefully weighed this 
argument. It is prepared to discuss the Persian 
Gulf issue as a separate matter and is equally 
prepared to make a separate issue of the settle
ment of the situation arozind Af{fhanistan. It is 
also prepared, as was stated at the 26th CPSU Con
gress, to diswss a third possibility: to consider the 
qziestions connected with Af{fhanistan, i.e., the in
ternational aspects of the problem (and not intra
Afahan matters which are the sole prerogative of 
Kabul) together with the qziestions of Persian Gulf 
security. 

Thus the Soviet Union, acting in response to the 
world public's concern over the situation around 
Afahanistan, has once ag-ain demonstrated its good
will for a peaceful political settlement. What is the 
reaction in the West, above all, in Washington? 

Secret US operations with the participation of 
Pakistan and some other states began right after 
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tho April Hl78 Revolution. The escalation of this 
outside interference finally forced Kabul to ask 
Moscow for military help. The Carter Administra
tion carefully concealed and denied its complicity 
in the "undeclared war". The official authorities 
would not admit their direct participation in the 
training and arming of mercenaries sent to Afghan 
territory. Now the Reagan Administration has dis
carded all camouflage. 

William Dyess, State Department spokesman, 
stated in early March 1981 that the White House 
would have no objection to a coup d'etat in Afgha
nistan. After that Defense Secretary Caspar Wein
berger referred to the secret despatch of arms to 
Afghan counter-revolutionaries as quite useful. The 
US President himself openly confirmed the fact of 
US arms supplies to the rebels. 

In an interview with NBC shortly before his 
death Egyptian President Anwar Sadat blurted out 
that Washington was paying for the military sup
plies Egypt was sending to the Afghan interven
tionists terrorising the people of Afghanistan. These 
supplies were being delivered by American planes. 
In a programme presented by ABC, well-known 
American journalist Carl Bernstein disclosed that 
the secret supply of arms to the rebels was more 
extensive and complex than Sadat had said. It was 
being coordinated by the US Central Intelligence 
Agency. 

So the secret is out. How should we now interpret 
White House declarations to the effect that it is 
seeking a political settlement in Afghanistan and 
is seeking above all the withdrawal of Soviet troops 
from that country? In point of fact, while conti
nuing to support Afghan counter-revolution both 
materially and morally, Washington is doing every
thing for the threat to Kabul from outside to remain 
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and tho Soviet military contingent also to remain as 
a means of forestalling that threat. The plans for 
rscalating the US interference are hindering Afgha
nistan's development of proper relations with its 
neighbours, above all with Pakistan, which is being 
used as a springboard for despatching mercenaries, 
and hindering the search for a peaceful solution of 
the situation around Afghanistan. 

Washington's behaviour makes one doubt whether 
it really wants the Soviet troops to be withdrawn. 
The Afghan events have served as a most con
venient pretext for the US to step up the arms drive 
and to build up its military presence in the Middle 
East as an excuse for interfering in the affairs of 
the developing countries' zone. Speaking about the 
events in Afghanistan, Indira Gandhi said: "I think 
the Soviets would like to get out of Afghanistan. 
But I don't think that the United States and Paki
stan want them to get out." 

The way to reduce tension in South-West Asia 
is not to step up the armed intervention in Afgha
nistan, but to conduct a peaceful and constructive 
dialogue. That is the approach of the government 
of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan, as out
lined in its proposals of May 14, 1980, and August 
24, 1981. Kabul considers-and Moscow shares 
this point of view-that the so-called "Afghan 
question" can be resolved by means of direct talks 
between the parties concerned. The main requisites 
are: reliable guarantees of a complete end to ag
gression from outside and the inadmissibility of all 
forms of interference in the internal affairs of 
Afghanistan. In the summer of 1982 representatives 
of Afghanistan and Pakistan met in Geneva and, 
with the participation of the UN Secretary Gene
ral's personal representative, D. Cord6ves, dis
cussed the main problems and reached agreement 
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on matters connected with the procedure of fnrther 
talks. 

Has a start been made towards a political settle
ment of the Afghanistan issue? It is difficult to say 
:although a little progress has been made. But one 
thing is perfectly clear: those who continue to plot 
against Afghanistan must realise at last that the 
former Afghanistan does not exist and will not 
return. What we have is a new Afghanistan-a 
democratic republic and an independent non-aligned 
state. 

Conflicts in the Middle East are a warning signal. 
They point to flaws in the present structure of in
ternational relations which still permits war as a 
means for resolving inter-state disputes; to faults 
in the mechanism which the international com
munity could use to stop wars as soon as they start, 
if it is impossible to prevent them; and to the 
dangerous lack of a joint security system. There 
is still another lesson to be learned or conclusion 
to be drawn: if there is an explosive region or 
crisis area in the world, it should not be allowed 
to smoulder over a period of many years or even 
clecades. A peaceful political settlement must be 
found. And this is particularly true of an area like 
the Middle Fast over which the smell of gunpowder 
has hung all these years. 

Two hundred conflicts in developing countries 
have not kindled a world confla!!ration. But is there 
any g11arantee that another local conflict might not 
f"et out of control? While there is a threat of in
tervention by a third party in a dispute between 
two sides, there can he no such 1niarantee. 

Such is the situation with the conflict between 
J ran and Iraq. First of all let us not forget that 
the conflict did not arise out of nothing. It could 
only erupt out of a lot of combustible material. 
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The colonialists had left behind them a good deal 
of old combustible material from the time when they 
were masters there, when they recarved the maps 
of states as they saw fit. And there is also quite a 
good deal of combustible material of more recent 
origin, such as increasing US military presence, 
militarisation of Israel and now of Egypt, and con
frontation between Washington and post-Shah Tehe
rnn. There is a danger of intervention on the part 
o[ those who are eager to gain complete control over 
the oil resources of the Middle East, to smash the 
anti-Israeli and anti-US front of the Arab peoples, 
Lo put Iran back under their influence, to bleed 
other nations white in internecine wars and to in
timidate them so that they would accept "Sadatisa
Lion" without a murmur. 

As the Daily Telegraph of London has uotcd, 
the conflict between Iraq and Iran is perhaps to 
the advantage of the West. An armed clash between 
two big petroleum-producing countries has seriously 
disrupted normal trade in a vital strategic material. 
Countries that are far more dependent than the 
United States on oil imports from the Middle East 
should not forget this. The US gets from the Per
sian Gulf area only 14 per cent of the oil it con
sumes, whereas the figure for the European NATO 
member states is 54 per cent. Is it not clear who 
may get burnt the worst from an involvement in 
a new "hot spot" Washington is kindling? And 
Washington is drawing its allies into this risky 
gamble. 

There has been much talk to the effect that 
NA TO should not concern itself with regions lying 
outside its geographical zone. There have been many 
statements denying reports that a combined NATO 
fleet is being formed to reinforce the US armada 
stationed off the shores of South-West Asia. And in 
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the meantime warships of the United States' NATO 
allies have been steaming towards the conflict 
zone. 

l\fost of NATO's European members would prob
ably have preferred to pay off Washington, as 
former British Prime Minister Edward Heath has 
put it, by relieving it of the burden of military 
concern in Europe and thus freeing US forces now 
stalioned in Europe for action elsewhere. Wash
ington, of course, would accept this. But it would 
want more than that. It would want to shift the 
"burden of military concern" in the Middle East 
onto the shoulders of its NATO allies. Though the 
mere mention of any risky venture makes some of 
them (though not all) nervous, the Pentagon is al
ready busy planning to involve its European allies 
in its operations in the Middle East. And Europe 
has sensed this danger. For instance, the Spanish 
Foreign Minister has made a special statement in 
Parliament that his country will not allow the Unit
ed States to use its bases in Spain as intermediate 
airfields for arms delivery to the zone of military 
operations in the Persian Gulf. But Washington 
may not even ask Spain and its other NATO al
lies ... Some people in Western Europe seem to have 
forgotten that their countries were actually used 
as transshipment bases during the intervention in 
Indochina and in previous conflicts in the Middle 
East. 

One point where the Daily Telegraph is right is 
that the Iranian-Iraqi conflict is definitely to the 
advantage of some Western countries, above all, 
the US. Washington has not forgiven Iran or Iraq 
for the collapse of CENTO (the Bagdad Pact). The 
internecine war between Iran and Iraq, their mu
tual weakening and exhaustion play into the hands 
of those who are trying to break down Arab oppo-
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sition to the collusion at Camp David. Washington 
now hopes that Teheran, having been bled white in 
the war with Iraq, will fall at the feet of the United 
States like a ripe fruit. Then Washington could 
off er Iran a Middle Eastern version of the Marshall 
Plan and dictate its terms. 

Washington took advantage of the Iran-Iraq 
conflict to gain a foothold in Saudi Arabia on the 
pretext of defending the petroleum-producing coun
tries (not to mention the turning of Egypt into a 
US military base) and to make its military pres
ence in the Persian Gulf zone permanent. The 
aim here is to establish absolute US domination 
over a strategically and economically vital region. 
Washington's aim is to strike at the national lib
eration movement, with the help of its Israeli 
emissary to drown in blood the Palestinian resist
ance movement~the militant vanguard of four 
million Palestinians. 

Another state that is eager to profit from this 
conflict is Israel which is interested in splitting the 
anti-imperialist forces. For both Iran and Iraq are 
out of the active struggle against the intrigues of 
imperialism and Zionism in the Middle East. Israel 
took advantage of the disunity of the Muslim world 
to attack Lebanon. 

In Washington there is much talk about neutra
lity, about non-interference in the Iranian-Iraqi 
conflict. But there is very little substance in the 
proclaimed US policy of impartiality and neutrality 
with regard to the said conflict. In listening to 
Washington's assurances of neutrality and non-in
terference one cannot help recalling a remark made 
by the sardonic Talleyrand. When asked what non
interference meant, he replied that he did not ex
actly know, but thought it meant the same thing 
as interference. 
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As in the West in general, in the US there may 
be people who sincerely believe that the safety of 
certain vital sea routes, including the Strait of 
Hormuz, is threatened. But should their safety be 
ensured with the help of "gunboat diplomacy"? 
There is a far more reliable and effective method. 
It was proposed by the Soviet Union and its allies 
in May 1980, that is, long before the situation de
teriorated in the Persian Gulf area. The proposal 
ca~l~d for an agreement on lowering the level of 
military presence and military activity in the area 
to ensure the safe and unobstructed use of vital in
~ernati~nal routes. The timeliness of this proposal 
is particularly clear today. Had it been considered 
as it deserved to be, it could have rendered the 
cause of universal peace a good service and saved 
the peoples of the world much anxiety. The idea 
underlying the proposal has been developed in Leo
nid Brezhnev's five-point peace plan which com
pares the Persian Gulf zone to a minefield where 
one must display redoubled caution. 

The Soviet peace plan urges prudence. The doc
trine of aggression and dictation has been opposed 
by a doctrine of peace and security. And neo-co
l~nialist plunder (with Arab oil being regarded 
virtually as the property of US oil companies) is 
opposed by a call to protect the natural resources 
of nations to whom they rightly belong. 

It is sometimes said and written in the West that 
the Soviet proposal is earning the USSR propa
ganda advantages. But Moscow is not after propa
ganda effect at all. It is concerned with the sub
stance of the matter, which is to bring about demi
litarisation, and not militarisation, of the Indian 
Ocean and the Persian Gulf. 

Washington had hoped that its negative response 
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to the Soviet initiative would dampen hroad inter
est in it. But Washington miscalculated. The 
Soviet initiative is in line with the objective pro
claimed by the United Nations, namely, to turn the 
Indian Ocean into a peace zone and to neutralise 
the demolition mine in the Middle East. It meets 
the peaceful aspirations of all the states of the Per
sian Gulf area. It is in accord with the interests 
of those who are dependent on regular oil supplies 
from the area. That is precisely why time is on the 
side of the Soviet doctrine, and not on the side of 
"gunboat diplomacy" or the doctrine of "vital in
terests". 

Peaceful and safe seas and oceans ... Current 
events are bringing fresh evidence of the vitality 
of the Soviet idea. One proof was the "punitive" 
raid carried out by the British Navy against Ar
gentina. 

But the champions of "gunboat diplomacy" draw 
their own con cl us ions from the conflict over the 
Falkland (Malvinas) Islands. Applauding the "vic
tory of British arms", they anticipate new blitz
kriegs, new "limited" wars with the use of Marines 
and paratroops. "Naval war" has become a sub
ject in which the Pentagon and NATO strategists 
are keenly interested. They are obsessed with a 
mania for naval superiority. The US Secretary 
of the Navy, John Lehman, boasted that the Unit
ed States is capable of landing its troops on 70 per 
cent or more of the world's coasts. 

We now know the kind of threat that can hang 
over a nation which has an outlet to the sea and 
dares to exasperate the American "ruler of the 
seas". Seventy per cent of the world's coasts-this 
means dozens of countries can become victims of 
Pentagon operations of the Falkland type. 

So it is clear that there is another necessity-
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to clemilitarise the seas and oceans in the interests 
of all mankind. 

It is this point of view that the Soviet Union 
supports. As Leonid Brezhnev announced in 
March 1982 at the Congress of Soviet Tra<lo 
Un~ons, the Soviet Union is willing to negotiate a 
reciprocal limitation of naval actions. In particular, 
we could agree to the withdrawal of the missile
carrying submarines of both sides from the vast 
e~panses they are now patrolling and to a restric
tion of their navigation to specified limits. 

The So~iet Union would also be ready to discuss 
the question of extending confidence-building meas
ur~s. t? the seas and oceans, especially to areas 
ad7oining the busier sea lanes. It is the desire of 
the USSR to turn as much of the World Ocean 
a~ possible into a peace zone as speedily as pos
sible. 

Historical experi.ence has shown that if a large 
group of states umte to achieve positive goals and 
to . carr~ . out constructive projects, their position, 
th~ir political and diplomatic actions come to ac
quire the nature of a material force. Having put 
on !he agenda of world politics the question of 
weavlllg a str?ng fabric of peace in places where it 
has gr?wn thlll, ~he ?oviet Union has every reason 
to believe that its idea is taking firm root and 
will ultimately be crowned by a peaceful settle
ment. 

Price of Peace, Value of Initiatives 

If one considers all the useful steps that have 
been taken in the world arena to strengthen inter
national peace, one will see that they bear the im
print of Soviet initiatives. 

If one were to ask what major constructive pro
posals the Western governments have ~dvanced 
recently in the field of disarmament and improve
ment of the international situation, one would have 
to strain one's memory. They are few indeed. Fin
land has put forward an important proposal on 
creating a nuclear-free zone in Northern Europe. 
France Sweden and again Finland presented disar
mame~t proposals at the talks in Madrid. There 
was a time when the US showed willingness to 
discuss such questions as curtailment of military 
activity in the Indian Ocean and limitation of the 
arms trade. But it was Washington that broke off 
consultations on both questions. 

It is not our intention to belittle the contribution 
of the West to solving the most outstanding prob
lem of our time. Far from it. If it were not for this 
contribution the agreements on curbing the arms 
race to s~me extent in a number of directions 
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could not have been concluded. However this con
tribution could have been much greater'. There is 
little one can do if many of the NA TO member 
countries are reluctant to discuss major issues bear
ing on disarmament and international security. 
Where is the spirit of enterprise which is considered 
to be one of the main virtues of the countries 
of the "free world"? As to enterprise in the sphere 
of "market economy", in business, it exists, even 
thoug~ it. cani:;iot cope with mass unemployment, 
gallopmg mflat10n and general disorder in the finan
cial system. But does not the West exhibit rather 
too little enterprise in foreign policy matters and 
in the work for peace? 

The munitions manufacturers are on the alert as 
soon as they smell a war contract. They shed their 
leth~rgy and . indi~e.rence immediately and begin 
to display their spmt of enterprise. The long-term 
armaments programme alone, which was approved 
by the Washington session of the NATO Council 
in 1978, incorporates nearly 100 ideas. A compari
son of this figure with another figure-the more 
than 100 proposals on disarmament, advanced by 
the USSR after the war-is almost inevitable. 

The two fi~ures are two service records, two ap
proaches to disarmament. One is inert and passive 
the ot~e~ is vigorous and dynamic. They reflect 
two policies: one destructive and the other cons
tructive. The followers of one policy concentrate all 
ene_rgy . ~n creating a false concept of security, 
which, if it can be called security at all, is ensured 
solely by. nuclear stockpiles. The proponents of the 
oth~r policy have put all efforts into persuading 
their Western partners that security can only be 
ensured by a process of gradual mutual reduction 
of explosive material, and not by its accumulation 
a process leading to the abolition of stockpiles, t~ 
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complete and general disarmament. If the NA ~O 
member countries lead in the arms race, the Soviet 
Union prefers to lead in other spheres. It has held 
and continues to hold the initiative in calling at
tention to cardinal problems of international secu
rity and disarmament and in seeking ways to solve 
them. 

At this point it becomes possible to explain why 
some people put forward proposals on disarma
ment and others do not; why one diplomacy is rich 
in political content, and another barren with res
pect to peace initiatives. 

With people, as with social systems under which 
they live, much depends on their fundamental na
ture, on their inborn, and not only acquired, qual
ities and features. Socialism is a peaceful system 
by its very nature. An active peace policy is an 
inherent feature of a socialist state. Peaceableness 
is an inborn feature of a society in which there 
are no classes, social strata or professional groups 
profiting from the manufacture or delivery of arms, 
in which there are no persons interested in the 
arms race or in war as a source of wealth or as 
a lucrative business. War provides food and drink 
for those who do not do the fighting themselves, 
but send others to the battlefront and generously 
supply them with combat equipment. The more 
equipment is consumed in the flames of war, the 
wealthier the munitions manufacturers become. 
Let us recall how the rich in the United States 
became richer during the Second World War. 
They grew so rich that they could afford to throw 
war-ravaged Europe a bone in the form of the 
Marshall Plan, and to make profit out of it, too, 
when Europe got back on its feet. 

War ripens in the depths of a society where mil
itarism becomes a hereditary feature. Socialism, 
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by heredity, is a peaceloving society. This is tho 
wellspring of the peace initiatives which the Soviet 
Union has consistently set forth before the inter
national community. 

Therefore, it is not by chance that the Soviet 
Union's peace actions in the foreign-policy field 
started as soon as the Soviet state was born. 
Lenin's Decree on Peace * was the socialist state's 
first practical peace initiative that pointed the way 
to the establishment of a lasting, universal and 
just peace and reliable international security. It 
was then that the Soviet Republic launched its 
peace offensive which has been so widely discussed 
in the last few years. 

Some people in the West say that both the US 
and the USSR are equally responsible for the arms 
race. Moscow cannot accept this reproach. The 
USSR has been reducing its military spending with 
every passing year. And it has done this despite 
the sharp increase in military appropriations in 
the US and other NATO member countries and 
despite the present aggravation of the world situa
tion. The USSR has been proposing one measure 
after another to lessen the danger of war, meas
ures that can lead to a curbing o[ the arms race. 
They are now being discussed at the United Na
tions, in Geneva and in Vienna. More than that, 
to set an example to others the USSR has in a 
number of instances undertaken unilateral steps in 
reducing its armaments. It was the USSR that has 
proclaimed its readiness to limit, reduce or ban any 
type of weapon. 

.. One of the first laws of the Soviet Republic, it was 
adopted on Lenin's initiative on November 8, 1917. It for
mulated the principles of peace and friendship between 
peoples. 
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To work for peace for all nations, to work for a 
world without armaments, a world without wars. 
This is an ideal, a slogan and a programme of ac
tion the Soviet Union has been implementing in the 
international arena. 

As far as the central issue of war and peace is 
concerned, the USSR's conscience is clear before 
the peaceloving public. It does not have to prove 
its peaceloving intentions as Western politicians 
often do. And it is understandable why they envy 
the USSR's established reputation as a peacelov
ing nation. One cannot fail to see that to gain 
international prestige today, in the context of de
tente, a state has to work for peace and conduct 
a constructive policy. It cannot be gained by "gun
boat diplomacy'', by setting up a "rapid deployment 
force", or by taking on the role oE a "world po
liceman". 

"The Russians declaim a lot about disarmament. 
Hardly a year goes by without their firing off some 
elaborate declaration or peace proposal. They real
ise, it is an obvious point, that this is a fertile 
field for propaganda," said former British Foreign 
Secretary Lord Carrington in an elaborate speech 
in the Royal Commonwealth Society to mark the 
35th anniversary of the United Nations and Dis
armament \Vock. l\ week before-what perfect 
timing!-in a speech at the Women's National 
Democratic Club in Washington, Edmund Muskie, 
ex-US Secretary o[ State, expressed a similar 
view. He said: 

"For the United States to be seen as the op
ponent of arms control would be a propaganda coup 
of enormous value to our adversaries." Further on, 
the ex-Secretary of State admitted that trust in the 
US and its position in the world as a peaceful coun
try depended on the fate of the SALT-2 Treaty. 
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Displaying concern about a country's reputation 
and good name is the duty of its statesmen. It is 
equally obvious that they cannot ignore world pub
lic opinion. Very few can afford to appear before 
it as avowed advocates of the arms race. 

World public opinion can hardly hold it against 
the USSR for constantly calling attention to the 
need for real disarmament. Those who pref er to 
keep silent on this score are willy-nilly playing 
into the hands of the trigger-happy warmongers. 
Persistent calls for disarmament are obviously an
noying those who are arming themselves and those 
who are trying to justil"y this. 

Can a statesman hope to win international re
spect if he says one thing one day and another 
thing the next, if he poses as a peacemaker today 
after trying to revive the cold war only the day 
before? 

The Soviet Union has been pursuing a consis
tent policy. It has been using the same diplomatic 
vocabulary. Both the policy and the vocabulary 
proceed from peaceful aims and are in complete 
harmony. Its deeds accord with its statements, and 
vice versa. 

A movement against NATO's programme for 
nuclear missile armament is unfolding in Britain. , 
There the biggest anti-war demonstrations in the last · 
25 years were held. The American people are 
known for their peaceful aspirations. But the can
didates in the 1979-1980 presidential election cam
paign underestimated the peaceful sentiments of the 
people. At the eleventh hour they hastened to as- ' 
sure the voters of their peaceful intentions. Anti
militaristic sentiments are a real, potent factor 
both in home and foreign policy, a factor which; 
politicians may do well not to forget. But while 
some of them recognise it and are earnestly pre-
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pared to take account of it in their activity, others 
only pay lip service to it. 

Facing censure on the international front and 
resistance at home the US "hawks" have felt wor
ried. They have not slowed down munitions produc
tion. They have not proposed that excessive mil
itary spending be cut. They have not abandoned 
"gunboat diplomacy" or withdrawn their armada 
from the Persian Gulf. They have not cancelled 
Presidential Directive 59 which increases the risk 
of nuclear war. They have not returned to the 
SALT-2 Treaty which they had shelved. 

No, what they have done is what they always did 
as soon as they were threatened by isolation at 
home and in the international arena. They began 
to tone down the bellicose element in their state
ments and more often resort to the vocabulary of 
peace. 

Ronald Reagan said: 
"I want to make certain that the entire world 

understands that peace is our first priority." The 
world has yet to understand this-if the words are 
backed up by deeds. The former resident of the 
White House had failed in this. As far as the 
USSR is concerned, it does not need to convince 
anybody that it wants peace more than anything 
else, that its words and deeds are never at vari
ance. Its actions are always in keeping with its 
intentions. 

This shows why it has been impossible to set up 
a joint East-West "initiative bank", why social
ism has had to pioneer in the search for ways to 
build a world without weapons and without wars. 
Socialism is prepared to shoulder this burden, to 
carry out this historic mission, if only the other 
side would not interfere, if only it would refrain 
from putting spokes in the wheels. Those who do 
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not bring forth their own initiatives often dislike 
others who do. The West has made it a rule to 
spend years over every Soviet proposal. It has tried 
to dismiss them as "sheer propaganda" or even to 
leave them unanswered. 

What's wrong with promoting peace and detente? 
It would not occur to anybody to reproach NATO 
member countries for doing the same. But NATO 
prefers to engage in a different sort of propaganda 
campaigns, namely militaristic campaigns. They 
frequently refer to proposals put forward by social
ist states as "propaganda". It follows that they 
would like to see them transformed into practical 
policy. However, strange as it may seem, NATO 
has missed every opportunity to take the Soviet 
Union and the Warsaw Treaty Organisation at their 
word and urge them to live up to what they say. 

There are many constructive Soviet proposals 
lying on diplomatic shelves in the West. Among 
them are: 

World treaty on the non-use of force in inter
national relations; 

Proposal on simultaneous disbanding of NATO 
and the Warsaw Treaty Organisation (or at least 
mutual curtailment of their military activities); 

Proposal on the conclnsion by all countries rep
resented at the European Security Conference in 
Helsinki of a treaty pledging not to be the first to 
use either nuclear or conventional weapons against 
one another; 

Proposal on measures prohibiting the develop~ 
ment and manufacture of new types of weapons and 
weapon systems of mass destruction; 

Proposal for the termination of the production 
of all types of nuclear weapons and the gradual re
duction of their stockpiles all the way to their 
complete liquidation. 
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We can cite many instances of excellent oppor
tunities lost after the war, opportunities offered by 
Moscow for solving various problems in such fields 
as disarmament, international security, etc.-prob
lems which cause concern both in tho East and 
the West. 

Take, for instance, the recent events in Asia 
which show that peace there, shaky as it is, is being 
put to a severe trial. But in 1969 the USSR called 
for collective efforts to strengthen security in 
Asia. Certain powers took a cool attitude to the 
idea. It is now clear that in putting forward this 
proposal the Soviet Union showed great foresight. 
If it had been possible at the time to lay the foun
dation for collective security in Asia, as was done 
in Europe, the Asian continent and, indeed, the 
whole world could have been spared the present 
complications in connection with Afghanistan, tho 
armed fist in the Indian Ocean and the Persian 
Gulf, and the dangerous tensions in Indochina. 

Countries on both sides of the Atlantic are ar
guing about the level of military spending. It seems 
that even the rather powerful West German "loco
motive" is slipping, obviously incapable of hauling 
the overloaded militaristic train. Replying to Wash
ington's reproof the drivers of this locomotive re
marked with some resentment that the FRG was 
not "a hen that laid golden eggs". Yet, long ago 
the Soviet Union proposed in the United Nations 
that the permanent members of the UN Security 
Council and other militarily powerful countries re
duce their military budgets by absolute sums or by 
a certain percentage. This would create better con
ditions for the growth of the civilian economy, 
curb the arms race and strengthen mutual trust, 
and make it possible to increase aid to developing 
countries. This was an appeal to reason, but the 
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other side refused to heed it. And now we hear 
complaints about the heavy burden of military spend
ing, about declining production of the capitalist 
"hen laying golden eggs". Meanwhile the rate of 
the arms race is mounting, and international secu
rity is being correspondingly endangered. 

In short, the US Administration under Reagan 
virtually frustrated many negotiations in one way 
or another related to curbing the arms race. The 
world is entitled to call Washington to account for 
breaking off or suspending negotiations on: 

a complete cessation of nuclear tests, 
the prohibition of chemical weapons, 

- a reduction of arms sales, 
- the banning of anti-satellite systems, 
- the reduction of military activity in the In-

dian Ocean area. 
Add to this list Washington's refusal to accept 

the plan for creating a nuclear-free zone in North
ern Europe. 

As difficult as world affairs experts have found 
it to discover anything comparable to the aversion 
to talks evinced by Washington, one analogue has 
nevertheless been found - by a West German 
journalist who observed that "there is something 
Wilhelmian about the United States today". Co
lumbia University Professor Fritz Stern deciphers 
it thus: "Wilhelmian is shorthand for that disas
trous period of increasing German strength and 
political ineptitude that helped precipitate the world 
war and Germany's first downfall." 

The far from intellectual German Kaiser was 
most of all afraid of being considered weak; so 
he began to arm to the teeth in order to secure 
military superiority over other nations. Some peo
ple in Washington too are suffering from an infer
iority complex. Their motto is: "Conduct talks 
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only from a position of strength. 11 They argue that 
to enter into negotiations now, when the White 
House, the State Department and the Pentagon are 
vying with one another in lamenting the United 
States "lagging behind" the USSR in all military 
respects, would be like going naked into the con
ference hall. Perhaps Washington would like to 
enter this hall astride a supermissile? 

What conclusion can we draw from this? It is 
that the world stands to gain when Soviet initia
tives are treated as starting-points for joint East
West action, and that it stands to lose when Soviet 
initiatives aimed at strengthening security and re
ducing the burden of military spending are under
valued or ignored. Of course, the West loses a lot, 
though certain quarters there-a very small mi
nority-profit from the material preparation for war. 
What the military-industrial complexes, NATO 
generals and political "hawks" dread most is that 
someone should interfere in their business, plagu
ing them with peace initiatives and stirring up 
public opinion which invariably welcomes every 
reasonable proposal designed to ease the danger 
of military confrontation and check the arms race. 
But the Soviet Union is not about to satisfy the 
military-industrial complexes or their political su
per-structure. It will not stop knocking at the door 
just because somebody behind it feigns deafness. 

There is a Russian saying: water does not flow 
under a lying stone ("no pains, no gains"). How
ever, if the stone is attacked by powerful streams 
from all sides, it could be made to start rolling. 

Constructive peace initiatives are always useful, 
regardless of the international weather. But their 
value increases especially when inter-state talks 
run into an impasse, when difficulties arise in the 
way of a political settlement of disputes or at dis-
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armament negotiations. In such cases they can play 
the role of Ariadne's thread helping the parties to 
the talks to find the way out of the labyrinth. 
Soviet initiatives are being advanced at a time when 
the world community has no more important task 
than that of preventing present tensions from grow
ing into something worse. They aim at focussing 
the attention of peoples and governments on the 
crucial problem of averting a thermonuclear war 
and ending the disastrous arms race. That is why 
proposals opening new prospects for detente and 
disarmament should be heard, win support and be 
implemented. 

"It took five years for detente to assert itself in 
Europe and only two or three months to undermine 
the process," said President Rudolph Kirchschliiger 
of Austria. It is easy to understand why a leader 
of a country that has played no small part in the 
establishment of detente should sound bitter and 
frustrated. 

Let us look into this. We are now witnessing 
the effects of a destructive diplomacy which cau 
cause much harm in very little time. It can inject 
discord into the East-West political dialogue, clog 
up the channels of cooperation in the economic, 
c11 lturnl, humanitarian and spol'ts fields, and create 
an atmosphere of hostility, suspicion and intrac
tability. Obviously mankind needs diplomacy of a 
different kind-a constructive diplomacy capable 
of overcoming negative tendencies and changes in 
the international situation, stagnation and inertia, 
of paving the way to new frontiers in detente, dis
armament and cooperation for the whole of the in
ternational community. 

The price of peace is high in our time. It is es
pecially high when it is threatened. At such mo
ments the value of constructive peace initiatives, 
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initiatives that can stem the dangerous tide of 
events, case the war threat and relax tensions, in
creases correspondingly. The world's nations do not 
want their governments to indulge in abstract con
demnation of war and the arms race, to give them 
sedatives and comforting assurances, to assume a 
sceptical attitude that paralyses the will to act, or 
to make grim predictions, which is easy to do in 
moments of difficulty. What they want is a clear 
answer to the question: what should be done now 
to avoid the worst? They want initiative and ac
tion. 

Leonid Brezhnev said: 
"We strongly favour putting into action all the 

mechanisms for a peaceful and just settlement of 
international issues." 

This comprehensive formula contains a colossal 
force vigorously promoting detente and at the same 
time checking the arms race. The USSR has set 
in motion the mechanisms of a constructive and 
dynamic policy in the United Nations, at the disar
mament talks in Vienna and Geneva and at the 
Madrid meeting of the participants in the Euro
pean Security Conference, and also in regions where 
peace is being endangered. 

The Soviet Union is doing its utmost to intro
duce an element of stability in the present unstable 
international situation, an element which is an in
herent feature of Soviet foreign policy. 

To be effective in today's quickly changing world 
a foreign policy must be dynamic, responsive, flex
ible and adaptable. But though Soviet foreign pol
icy is flexible, it is also consistent; in one respect 
it is unchangeable, namely, in its fidelity to the 
ideals of universal peace and disarmament. It has 
known no zigzags and maintains contim1ity on the 
road to these goals. 
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The policy of peaceful coexistence, the policy of 
detente is a principled and continuous long-term 
course pursued by the Soviet Communist Party in 
the sphere of international relations. It is not affect
ed by any ad-hoc considerations and is free from 
diplomatic manoeuvres. The continuity of this course 
was confirmed by the Peace Programme adopted 
by the 2·1th and 25th CPSU Congresses. But de
spite this, on the eve of the 26th CPSU Congress 
'Y'ester? politicians again raised the crucial ques
tion: is there any possibility of changes in the 
Soviet Union's attitude towards the policy of de
tente? Even people well-informed about Soviet for
eign p~licy wanted to know if Moscow will play 
tough m response to toughness, if it will resort 
to the "blow for blow" method. 

But this question has already been answered. 
A great power which has proved its devotion to 
peace ?ver a period of more than half a century is 
not gomg to aggravate the situation or incite anta
gonism. It does not seek confrontation; nor does 
it intend to be a "fighting cock". According to the 
US press, this is the posture of some of the Wash
ington leaders. Nor will the USSR allow itself 
to be infected by the fever of militarisation or bel
ligerence, to get into fits of anger or pathological 
hostility. 

Moscow does "declaim a lot about disarmament" 
to use Lord Carrington's expression. For unless yo~ 
do, guns may start speaking. But Moscow is not 
"declaiming" about disarmament; it is also taking 
practical steps towards it. 

Despite the aggravation of the international situa
tion, despite the threat of ever greater US military 
presence on the European continent, Moscow has 
kept its word by unilaterally withdrawing 20,000 
Soviet servicemen, one thousand tanks and a cer-
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tain quantity of other military eqnipment from 
Central Europe. Though the US and other NATO 
member countries have sharply increased their 
military appropriations, Moscow has not "paid back 
in kind" by increasing its defence budget. In fact, 
Soviet defence spending has not been increased 
in the last few years. This is a sign of restraint 
and composure, an indication of Moscow's belief in 
the potential power of detente which is not easy to 
destroy, as some people seem to think. Moscow is 
confident that the resources for stabilising the pres
ent unstable situation have not been exhausted. 
At the same time this is also a signal for the other 
side to exercise moderation and restraint and to 
take action and display initiative in response to the 
Soviet stand. 

Europe and the whole world have grown accus
tomed to Soviet initiatives, one might say. They 
are taken for granted. But interest in them remains 
keen especially since there is no other source of 
peace initiatives. Are there many capitalist co~n
tries that can honestly say that they have contrib
uted constructive ideas to European and world 
politics? 

The world public knows that talks on all aspects 
of strengthening international security and curbing 
the arms race would have been successfully com
pleted long ago if the matter depended on the USSR 
alone. All the same, the fate of disarmament, of 
war and peace, is still in the hands of the. peace
loving forces and not of those that are forgmg the 
swords of aggression. As in the past, the USSR will 
do its utmost to curb the arms race, to bring about 
the transition to practical disarmament and to ex
clude all violence and arbitrary acts from the sphere 
of international relations. 

At present we hear about rather grim assessments 
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of the international situation. The forecasts do not 
inspire much hope either. Scepticism, nihilism and 
pessimism are political twins of passivity and 
apathy. Only constructive peace iuitialivcs can 
promolo political and military dcLcnlo, preserve 
universal peace and strengthen its structmo. The 
Soviet Union calls on other states to contribute 
more actively to the peace effort. The greater the 
number of states vigorously contributing to this e f
f ort, the greater the chances of success in ensuring 
international security. The Soviet Union is ready 
to cooperate with all countries in pursuit of this 
goal. If Soviet initiatives are supported by good
will from the other side and if they are translated 
into practical politics, peace will be ensured. 

I 

J 

I 

The Voice of Statesmanly Wisdom 

Moscow is out to protect detente, which is being 
viciously attacked Ly its enemies. It has been stat
ed from the rostrum of tho 2fith CPSU Congress 
that the main goal of the Soviet Union and its 
socialist allies is to defend detentc and impart to 
it an energetic rhythm, a second wind. This atti
tude is welcomed by all progressive mankind. The 
peoples of the world are. glad to ~n?w. that a new 
constructive, life-assertmg, opt1m1st1c note has 
been struck in world politics. Only those who have 
run out into the street to welcome another cold 
war are unhappy. 

How orten docs the West lament the lack of mu
tual tru~t! Implementation of the new proposals 
advanced by the Soviet Union would make it pos
sible to build up the necessary confidence step by 
step. Jt is necessary in order to solve ever more 
compiex problems of ever great~r scope, th.e most 
complex and greatest in scope bemg the curbmg aud 
ending of the arms race. 

This problem cannot be solverl if West and East 
are at loggerheads. It can be solved only by mutual 
efforts. But the US position during the Carter Ad-
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ministration, still more under Reagan1s Adminis
tration, has been to tire the other side and bleed 
it white by an arms race or to make it drive itself 
to death, to use the language of the "hawks". 

Though the Soviet Union does not plan to con
quer the US or NATO in the arms drive it has no 
intention of being vanquished in it. What is vitally 
necessary is to get rid of the feeling of fatal inev
itability of competition in arms production, of the 
illusory hopes that one can win in this competi
tion. One must realise at last that the arms drive 
is a mortal danger to all involved, that it does not 
threaten the Soviet Union and the East generally 
more than it threatens the US and the West as a 
whole. 

The danger of ~ar stemming from the arms race 
is looming all over the world and it should be fore
stalled by joint efforts. We say that our world today 
is interdependent and this interdependence is felt 
most keenly in the face of the threat of a thermo
nuclear conflict. The nuclear jinni released from 
the bottle won't spare anyone. In his blind fury he 
will strike right and left until every living thing is 
reduced to ashes. 

The Soviet Union has called on the United States, 
the European nations and all other countries 
to fight the common danger jointly, hand in hand. 
We should strive not to outdo one another in the 
arms race but together to conquer that race. 

To relieve the peoples from the threat of a nu
clear war is a task which the Soviet Union says 
should be given absolute priority. 

While advancing its peaceful proposals the So
viet Union has not accepted tho bellicose challenge 
thrown down from across the ocean. Yet some 
people definitely hoped that Moscow would respond 
to Washington's toughness by taking an irreconcil-
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able, 11ncomprom1srng stand. This is what tho 
"hawks" in the West, who are prevented by detente 
from sharpening their claws and beaks and unfold
ing their militarist wings so eagerly expected. 
World public opinion gave Moscow its due, noting 
that it was concentrating on peace, not confron
tation, preferring the tone of detente to that of 
tho cold war, and refusing to aggravate the inter
national situation, a course to which many would 
like to provoke the USSH. 

The 26th CPSU Congress in spring 1981 clari
fied not only the substance of the matter, not only 
the nature of relations between states in the East 
and the West but also the tone of these relations, 
the atmosphere that should be cultivated in the in
ternational arena. This atmosphere is suffering from 
intransigence, a highly-strung tone, quick tempers 
and useless polemics. It benefits from self-control, 
steadiness and discretion. A tough approach and 
an icy tone are ineffectual and have no future, 
they close the road to evening out interests, to 
compromise and conciliation, which are so import
ant in the present tense and nervous situation. 

The world public has had a good opportunity to 
compare the courses followed by the two most 
powerful countries on decisive issue of world pol
itics. Many observers have noted that this compar
ison is not to tho advantage of the US. Viewed 
against the background of constructive Soviet for
eign policy, the tough line of the White House, 
which some began to shower with premature 
praise, is devoid of a future and barren. The New 
York Times pointed out that the Soviet Union had 
put up obstacles in the way of the US Administra
tion's original strategy aimed at winning support 
l'or tougher lino towards Moscow. Here it is ap-
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propriate to note thal it is mostly Washington that 
is busy putting up obstacles in its own way. 

According to a Presidential adviser, Edwin 
Meese President Reagan would like his adversar
ies e~ch night to go lo bed guessing whal his 
next move will be. 

Moscow is not against skilful tactics, well
thought out manoeuvring and subtle diplomatic 
moves which promote a successful outcome of ne
gotiati~ns on a mutually acceptable basis, the br~dg
ing of differences and the rapprochement of sides 
on matters of substance, in a word, if they serve 
peaceful purposes and better understanding. But 
Moscow does not at all want others to cudgel their 
brains guessing its next move in an atmosphere 
of oppressive uncertainty. Its policy i~ clear and 
unambiguous, it i~ predictable and st~mght[orward. 
It meets the wishes of those qmte numerous 
politicians in the West who want ~o ha~e a ~efi
nite and well-based idea of the aims, mtent10ns 
and motives of the other side. This is the only true 
basis for mutual trust and reliability in interna-
tional relations. . 

This is how ultimately clear in their invariable 
peaceful substance the foreign-policy activities .of 
the Soviet Union are. Those to whom the Soviet 
proposals are directed may sleep q~ietly so as to 
wake up with a fresh head receptive to peace~ul 
ideas and actions. In general, may the world live 
and sleep in peace, without the apocalyptic night
mares of a nuclear war. 

By and large the Soviet Union has ev~ry r~a~on 
to be satisfied with the way world public opm10n 
has received the peaceful Soviet initiatives. Of 
course, until they have been accepted and imp~e
mented they have not brought about the cruc1.al 
change which all of us have been so eagerly await-
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ing. But they are paving the way to such a 
change, creating an atmosphere in which it will be 
easier to begin negotiations. These initiatives are 
a ray of hope in our life, which is darkened by 
tension in international relations. 

It is not a matter of Moscow reaping a bumper 
propaganda harvest, as some observers believe. The 
point is that the soil is ready for sowing, ready to 
receive seeds to grow good crops, the crops of fu
ture accords, settled conllicts and problems. 

The main task now is to continue and facilitate 
the solution of outstanding issues. There is no 
search without talks, and there will be no solution 
without a search. We must talk, not keep silent. 
How else can we find the common language which 
is essential, especially in such troubled times as 
ours? 

The tension in the world may easily be seen 
with the naked eye, as it were. It is seen both in 
the East and in the West, though each reacts dif
ferently and has different approaches to it. It is 
true that calls to overcome the existing difficulties 
through negotiations are also being heard in the 
West, but they are drowned by other calls- for an 
arms lmilrl-up, for stepping up more and more mil
ilarisation programmes and activating the US and 
European "rapid deployment forces". It's a pity 
that certain diplomatic services are not agile 
enough, that their forces are not employed for 
rapid reaction to the peaceful moves of the other 
side, to its signals and invitations to talks. 

The proposals advanced by the Soviet Union are 
brought to the notice of other countries' govern
ments through two channels: the mass media and 
Leonid Brezhnev's messages. Moscow does not 
claim tb be the sole source of statesmanly wisdom. 
Nor does it consider itself the supreme oracle of 
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truth. It realises that there can be other notions, 
views and approaches to problems ripe for solution. 
And it is certainly prepared to consider everything 
reasonable that can be proposed by the other side, 
but there is hardly anything reasonable to be seen 
there. 

The trouble is that the study of the Soviet pro
posals in the West has become a very protracted 
process-and it is not the first time this has hap
pened. And the more the West studies them, the 
more it forgets ... 

The forgetful need to be reminded of certain 
things, as Leonid Brezhnev did in his speech in 
Prague on April 7, 1981. Since no proposals are 
being advanced in the West we should discuss what 
is available, what has already been proposed by 
the Soviet Union. Leonid Brezhnev once again 
urged his colleagues in the West to conduct busi
nesslike, constructive talks on urgent international 
problems at all levels,· without any preliminary 
conditions. 

The Soviet Union proposes to concentrate the 
entire intellectual power, goodwill and energy of 
peoples, states and governments in the decisive 
direction of attaining peace and disarmament. 
The USSR has raised in their full importance the 
questions of mutual trust between the East and the 
West, of their collective responsibility for the des
tinies of the world, of their partnership in the field 
of detente and disarmament. Moscow proposes to 
take up in earnest the painstaking job of jointly 
building the edifice of lasting peace, the foundation 
for which was laid in the 1970s, above all, on the 
construction site of the European Security Confer
ence. 

Such an appeal was contained in the message of 
tho USSR Supreme Soviet To the Parliaments and 
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Peoples of the World adopted on June 23, 1981. It 
says that there is now no other sensible method of 
solving disputed problems, no matter how acute or 
complex they may be, except negotiations. Not a 
single opportunity that exists must be missed. 
There is no time to lose! Each day lost for nego
tiations increases the risk of a nuclear conflict. 

This is the grim truth and all must know about 
it, all those who take part in moulding top-level 
politics. It should be clear that the way to prevent
ing a new round in the nuclear missile armam
ents and a new world war, lies through dialogue 
and negotiations, through the joint efforts and co
operation of nations, states, parliaments and gov
ernments for the sake of ridding the world of the 
mortal danger that hangs over it. 

The USSR Supreme Soviet solemnly proclaimed 
that the Soviet Union is not threatening anyone, 
it does not seek confrontation with any state West 
or East. If other states, above all, the United States 
take this stand the world will be rid of the arms 
race, enmity and the danger of military clashes. 

This voice of statesmanly wisdom was heard 
with close attention. Everywhere people under
stood and appreciated the main thing-that the aim 
of the USSR's proposals is to preserve all the pos
itive achievements of deteute, to stabilise the pre
sent unstable situation and provide conditions for 
transition to a new fruitful stage in the develop
ment of international relations. 

People all over the world appreciated the calm 
and optimistic tone of the call from Moscow. Posi
tive emotions are needed and are important in top
level politics as well. \V orld politics is receivin~ 
a positive impetus from Moscow. But for this im 
petus to activate the machinery of negotiations auu 
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bring a peaceful settlement of crisis situations the 
West must also respond. 

One may hold different views on this or that act 
or aspect of Soviet foreign policy, but one cannot 
help seeing its patently anti-war trend, its devotion 
to the cause of world peace, its decisive contribu
tion to securing a peaceful future for mankind. This 
contribution is acknowledged by all objective ob
servers. 

In the 1950s and 1960s the USSR did everything 
in its power to prevent the cold war from turning 
into a hot war. It withstood the atomic blackmail 
of those who counted on their monopoly of the 
"absolute" weapon of those days. It initiated the 
policy of detente, which in the past decade revealed 
the colossal potentialities and advantages of peace
ful coexistence and cooperation among states. 

Today, at this testing time, the Soviet Union is 
once again equal to the situation; once again it is 
aware of its historic responsibility. It is doing 
everything possible to prevent a new cold war and a 
nuclear confrontation. It is raising a barrier to 
Transatlantic atomic militarism. Maintaining re
straint and self-control, the ussn is not yielding to 
provocation, is not meeting challenge with chal
lenge and is avoiding aggravation of the situation. 
Blocking the bellicose and disorganising activities 
of extremist forces in the world arena, containing 
their activities, the Soviet Union and its socialist 
allies are creating conditions for stabilising and 
normalising international relations. Moreover, this 
practical peacemaking is already laying the foun
dation for continuing the policy of rletente on a 
more fruitful basis. 

By its policy, by all its actions the Soviet Union 
is proving that the constructive potentialities of 
a peaceful policy are truly inexhaustible. The for-
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cign-policy ideas of the Soviet Peace Programme 
are paving the way for productive negotiations, for 
solving the cardinal problems of today, for elimina
ting the "hot spots" on our planet. This is the 
essence and meaning of that programme. 

The starting point of the Soviet Union in all its 
initiatives and actions undertaken in the world 
arena is the axiom that a new world war is by no 
means inevitable, that it can be averted, that peace 
can be maintained and strengthened. This can be 
achieved by combining efforts "from below" and 
"from above"-those of the anti-militarist, anti
nuclear movements and those of peaceloving states 
and governments. 

This fundamental conclusion is organically bound 
up with another: mankind is quite capable of chang
ing for the better the present unfavuurable course 
of international events, of isolating and confining 
aggressive circles, of forcing them to reckon with 
the peoples' aspirations for peace. 

The third major postulate of Soviet foreign pol
icy from the very first day it took shape is: The 
Soviet Union has never maintained that lasting 
peace can be achieved only by military force and 
the "power politics". Peace can be safeguarded 
only by reason and goodwill, by unswerving adher
ence to the principles of peaceful coexistence and 
equitable international cooperation. 

However difficult, confused and brain-racking the 
problems confronting the world today may be, they 
can all be settled by peaceful means, by means of 
honest talks aimed at reaching mutually acceptable 
agreements and heeding the interests of all states. 
There is a way of solving every situation and con
flict. Politicians and diplomats are there to over
come conflicts, and not to be overwhelmed by them. 
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Underlying the Soviet Peace Programme are the 
ideas of the indivisibility of the world, of the com
mon destiny shared by all states and nations, of 
their common security, collective wisdom and re
sponsibility for the future of human civilisation. 
The Peace Programme invites all countries-big, 
small or medium-sized, members of alliances or 
non-aligned, neutral-to a dialogue to seek ways 
of consolidating security on a regional and global 
scale. There should be no monopoly in participa
tion in international affairs, in solving problems af
fecting the fate of mankind, in resolving the ques
tion of war and peace. The Soviet Peace Pro
gramme is open to all. The Soviet Union will con
sider all constructive proposals made in the name 
of peace. 

The Soviet Peace Programme is imbued with the 
conviction that notwithstanding all dissimilarities 
between states and nations, notwithstanding all the 
differences in their internal systems, in their inter
ests and views, in their beliefs, they have at least 
one common interest. They are all interested in 
preserving mankind itself, in saving it from a 
doomsday that nuclear weapons could bring about. 

The Soviet Union does not consider that its vital 
interests are diametrically opposed to those of the 
United States or any other country; by interests 
we mean, of course, primarily the security and pros
perity of nations. If we look at the path traversed 
by mankind in history, we can easily see that the 
attempt of one state to ensure its own security and 
prosperity at the expense of other states never ulti
mately led to the desired results and ended in fatal 
consequences for all concerned. S11ch attempts are 
particularly criminal in our nuclear-missile age, 
when all countries and peoples are for the first time 
confronted by the threat of universal annihilation, 
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when the security of one depends on that of 
another. 

However complicated and dangerous the interna
tional situation may be, there are highly significant 
factors that enable us to face the future with hope 
and confidence. 

The aggressive circles have failed to change the 
alignment of world forces in their favour. The in
ternational scene is dominated by the strategy of 
detente and not by that of the cold war. The East
West political dialogue has been maintained, though 
Washington would like to break it off. There is 
business cooperation between the East and the 
West, despite attempts to dislocate it. 

For the past sixty years the Soviet Union has 
not regarded its prosperity and security in isola
tion from that of other nations. Only such inter
dependence can cement world peace and make it 
truly stable, reliable and unshakable. For this rea
son the USSR is shaping its foreign policy iu such 
a way that it may serve not only the Soviet Union, 
but the interests of all peaceloving mankind. Con
tinuity and constancy in devotion to world peace
herein lie the essence and dynamics of Soviet for
eign policy, a policy that can be trusted and re
lied on. 

To the programme of nuclear insanity and nu
clear death the Soviet Union counterposes a life
asserting programme of reason and goodwill. It is a 
programme of talks aimed at progressing from poli-
1 i cal to military detente, to practical disarmament, 
to a world devoid of nuclear and other weapons, 
a programme capable of ens11ring a road of pro
gressive development, without fear of war, for pre
sent and future generations. The basic premise of 
Llie Soviet Union is that world peace can be pre
:o;ervcd and war averted. It is convinced that along 
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the road of history mankind is making logical pro
gress-from the inevitability of wars in the past 
to the possibility of preventing them in the present 
and to the complete removal of war from the life 
of nations in the future. The Soviet Union is doing 
its utmost to keep this road clear, to see that rea
son triumph over insanity, war give way to peace 
and social progress, so all who cherish peace may 
face Lhe fuLurc without fear. 
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